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for the money they are asked to spend.
l.isscn now offer the constructor a complete range of importsut
parts. Take any circuit you like, hut before you build compare siclo
by siclo the quality of the parts, compare prices, criticise, analyse. And
when you coins to hearing results, it will be an achievement you will be
lroucl to remember, that you adopted a circuit, and of your own iiiitiative
substituted lAssen parts and iii thTat way got such far better results and
at les cost than your frieIsdR, who nwrelv followed easy instructions.
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not sufficicnt inducement

offer the thinking constructor as a reason for rushing in to blinily build.
Constructors to-day arc capable of using their own hands and brains,
and there are io,000 Liasen dealers who will help them. When they
build they are capable of using their own judgment in selecting the
parts which offer them the certainty of better results and best value
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LISSEN WIRE WOUND RESISTANCES

.

The Resistances are made in the folIoiu values .
Price
Ohms
Prise
Ohms
8o,000 . .
..
4/'6
10,000 . .
. .

.k
.

.

.

20,000

.

25,000

.

o,000

-

-

LIMITED,

.

.

. .

ioo,000

.

.

.

.

4;6

3,6

150,000

.

.

.

.

516

36

200,000 . .

.

.

3/6
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.
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250,000 ohms

.

LISSEN

LISSEN VARIABLE
CONDENSER

This is a Irajistornier
of
.
.

I

:

.

LISSEN SUPER
TRANSFORMER

LISSEN L.F.
FRANSFORMER
.
popular I ransI he

.

. .

6,6

. .

6/

:::

"

,,

0003i ,,

"

,,
,,

.

59

..

..

..

°°

613

6/6

LISSEN FIXED
CONDENSERS
Deliver all their stored-up
.000i to -nos
.
ooz to

i,'- each
.

¡6 each

You can get the new Lisen Components from practically every radio de.sler.

FRIARS

LANE,

RICHMOND,

SURREY (Ma,t0T:)
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built for half-a-crown is
even more wonderful And
it is a good set which will
give as loud and clear resalts as an expensive show-

HOWEVEP much one

schemes

.

C

"wangles"

.

and

ìitroduction

one

a n n o t obtain, honestly,

!
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DOWDING,

more than a certain amount
By G. V.
of radio gear for a definite
(Techniea
sum of money. Therefore,
it is useless for an amateur
with a one-valve pocket to have four-valve aspirations. In
such circumstances he must see that the one-valve size of
set to which he is restricted is the best possible available.
Unless he is an expert he will need guidance, and it is
in this manner that he will find this " M.W." book of the
greatest possible value.

Every Set Fully Described
We have chosen a range of eight receivers, the costs of
which vary from 2s. 6d. to £10, which is representative of
first-class modem set design. Each of the sets is fully
described in thi book and every relative constructional
detail is given. The descriptions are supplemented by

pot9graphs, wiring diagrams and everything else necessary

Grad.1 ..E.E.

room model.
The de luxe crystal recpiver is a more expensive

Edito,-).

.

assembly.
ut here. again the constrisétor gets value for
money spent. The set is ìtted with a " wave-change"
switch and merely by pressing this the long-wave band in
which 5 X X (Daventry) is active becomes immediately
available. Another flickof the switch and you a.rç hack on
the " local " wave-lengths.
If you think 70e. is rather.a lot of money to spend un a
one-valve set, we would earnestly request you carefully to
read the article concerning this set in order that you can
see what you get for that sum. In short, this set enables
yQu to obtain just about as manystatious ona one-valve
set as is-with our present knowledge of the art-possible
under varying conditions.
.

Up-to-Date and Reliable Designs
to make the task of the constructor as simple as possible.
The " M.W" Short-Wave Converter is a very novel
In this range of sets there are designs suitable for every
pocket and for every purpose. If you have only a few instrument, and no representative range of " M.W." sets
could fail to include it.
shillings to spend there is a
B a s e d on the original
set which will mèet even this * 4 . e s e . . . 4
4 4 + 4
" Antipodes Adaptor," it
difficult proposition. If
instantly.
rènders any orpounds are at.. your cornCONTENTS.
PAGE
dinary set suitable for the
mand, then you can choose
2
A Crystal Set for 2s. 6d ..........
reception of short-wave
between several instruments
giving first-class loudstations such as 3 L O of
4
A De Luxe Crystal Receiver ........
Australia, K 0 K A of
speaker results from f ar6
A One-Valver for 70s ...........
distant broadcasters.
America, and so on.
9
The " M.W." Short-Wave Converter . . .
The prices given are as
The " Two-Valver For
A Two-Valver for lOOs........... 13
close as is practical ; it will
lOOs." is another flexible
........ 17
A Three-Valver for 80s
set, although its flexibility
be appreiiated that a certain
is of a different nature to
latitude must be allowed in
An H.F., Bet., L.F. Loud-Speaker Set for £8 21
order that the constructor
that of. the above-menA £10 Fou.r-Valver ............ 25
4
The
can pick his components
tioned one-valver.
+
.
*-.--$...
G
4
-..-....
s
*
s
*
s+
+
" 100s Two " is suitable
*
from a number of the re** Pages 15-18 are missing
putable manufactures. In
for the reception of the
all cases the figures given cover the cost of first-clasa short waves as well as for ordinary broadcasting-you
components and parts. Considemble economies may in
merely have to change the côils-and should make a strong
certain instances be effected, but the constructor shsnild appeal to the constructor having experimental tendencies.
not endeavour to. go about such business without expert
technical bargain.
A " Three-Valve Set for 80s." is
assistance.
And our ' SOs. Three" is no rag-and-bone assembly. This
The reader can rest assured that none of the sets is proved among other things by the fact that it inorporincorporates extravagant refinements, but on the con- ates a right-up-to-date wave-change scheme. Ordinary
trary, every endeavour has been made to reduce initial and long waves are available withrnit coil-changing. The
outlay to practicable minimums. Where still further circuit used in this set is known technically as a Det.-Resismoney can be saved by certain minor or major sacrifices Trans.-without doubt the most popular arrangement of
or by compromise, these are fairly and impartially brought valves so far introduced. Very respectable long-distance
forWard in the various articles, and the case for and against loud-speaking is possible with this set.
candidly placed before the reader.
The " H.F., Det., L.F. Loud-Speaker Set for £8 " is oñe of
the most efficient designs we have ever produced. Its
Real Value for Money
selectivity and sensitivity are both much above the average.
Better than building a four-valver with shoddy gear is to
The " £10 Four-Valver" is a really long-distance loudassemble, for the same outlay, a first-class two- r threespeaker set capable of producing punch with purity. In.
valve set ; it will probably give just as good results.
its way it is just as good value for money as the 2s.6d.. crystal
Now a word or two in regard to the actual sets dealt set. It is a thoroughbred design-were it otherwise it
with in this book. The first two are crystal sets, one of would not have been described in this book.
which can be built for s. 6d. This is an extraordinarily
In conclurion, we would like to point out that reliabifity
minute sum when one considers what the set will do. and ease-of-construction were factors which were clearly.
That a crystal set gives one concerts every night of every borne in minci. in the design of .11 the sets in this book
week, with. never a penny to pay for maintenance, is one
as well as the other qualities indicsted. Every set was very
of the wonders of wireless. That a good crystal set can be
thoroughly tested before being " passed for publication."
4.
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ACRYST
The cost of this receiver has been
down to a barest minimum, but i
not a toy and is capable of re
efficient reception of the pogramn
first $ght the reader fthe. titleof.thi
probably think that besides being cl
is inefficient. But though this may
some sets where the costs have been cut dow
it does not neeeari]y refer to all, an
sets can be built for quite moderate
All that has to be done in order to build a cl
is carefully to choose one's components and the circuit,
bearing in mind for what purpose the receiver is to be
used. It is no uso expecting a set where the components
llave been cut down as far as possible to do the same as
a receiver in which carte blanche bas been used with
regard to choice of components, but when a definite
job has been decided for any set then it i possible to cut
down the costs to the very minimum.
That is exactly what has happened in the present
receiver. Everything has been made as simple as possible,
and it will be noticed that the appearance of the set
is not as polished and as elaborate a it
might he, but this in no way detracts
from the operation of the receiver.
As a beginner's set, the receiver can be
said to be almost ideal, for it has been
built especially to help the beginner who
is rather doubtful as to what sort of set
to tise, and yet who is within range of
one or more stations, even 'though he
may use a crystal set.
It is not a set which will enable him to
hear five or six stations, but if he lives
within a reasonable distance of the local
station, say five or ten miles, and within
St) or 90 miles of Daventry experimental
station, he should have a choice
programmes from the two without any
difficulty occurring.
-

No Variable Condenser Necessary

It will be noticed

on an rxamination of
the photographs that n variable condenser has been employed; For this type
of receiver a variahl condenser is quite
flniecessary, and. would add very considerably to the cost without increasing
the -efficiency of the set in arty way. The construction is
xtromely easy, about half an hour to one hour's work
seeing thé job right through from the time it is begun
-to the time when the cojistructor will be listening-in to
the lòcal programme.
The circuit is, of course, simplicity itself It merely
consists of a large hank-wound coil, suitably attached,
with a crystal and a pair of 'phones placed across the oirOnly four terminals are needed, one for aerial,
Cuit.
one for earth, and two for the telephones. The crystal
is of the ordinary " ito " variety, having- an adjustable
contact, for this type of crystal is more sensitive than the
semi-permanent types now on the market, although the
latter couki be used if the constructor so desired, and if
be lives within five or six miles of the local station.
Tuning is carried out by means of variable tappings
on the coil. It is, of course, handy to have a good aerial
when using any crystal set, though if you are very close
-

to a station an indoor aerial even- will give quite good
results. There is nothing very much that can be said
about the circuit, for there is nothing special about it
except that the arrangement of tappings on the coil
enables the best possible results to be obtained.
As regards construction, the main item is, of course,
the crystal, which costs a small sum, but is the
largest on the whole list. Besides the crystal you wifi
require the baseboard, about a quarter of a pound
of No. 24 D.C.C. wire, four terminals, and a couple of
tapping clips, a little wire for wiring-up,
and a small piece of wood to hold the
coil down.

Extremely Easy to Build
The baseboard merely consists of a piece
of dry wood about six by eight hiches,
-

and about half an inch thick. On this
the crystal detector, the four terminals
and the coil are mounted, as seen in the
photographs. Ordinary brass teminaIs
can be used, and if these are mounted
so that the nuts and shanks are countersunk on the under side and the shanks cut
off close to the nuts, the set will sit easily
and will not scratch any piece of
furniture on which it may be placed.
The only- thing that requires any explanation at all is the coil, which is of the
hank variety, the wire merely being
wrapped round and round a jam-jar or a
jug, or something of that calibre, having
a diameter of somewhere about three and

a half inches;
Although this type of coil is sometimes
considered inefficient, it is not nearly so infflcient as might
he supposed, and forthe purpose of a crystal set is quite suitable forgiving excellent resalta. The No. 24 p.CLO. is used,
and about a quarter of a pound. will easily cover the coil and
leave a little over. The coil is wound as closely as possible,
layer upon layer on a jam-jar, and the layers are piled
up, while the total width of the coil wound on the jar must
not be above half an inch. Afterwards it is slid off the jamjar and to prevent it coming undone it is tied together and
clamped down on the baseboard.
While winding the coil, however, you hare to make
tapping points to get the tuning points for the two clips.
This is done in a very simple manner, and you proceed
as follows :
First ten turns are wound on, and then the wire, without
being broken, is twisted intoa loop of about three-quarters
of an -inch in length, and then the winding is- carried on.
After another ten turns have been put on another loop.
-
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s made and so arranged
further round the coil.

that it cornes about an ixch or

So

You must not make the various loops altogether,
otherwise you will have difficulty in using your tapping
clips later on. They should be spaced roundthe coil
at distances of about three-quarters of aninch apart.

'Finishing 'th Ôoil Tappings
After thó second lo'op a third one is made, ten turns
farther on, this one being placed about an inch farther
round than the second ioop. So far we have got thréc
loops, and now we come to the " close tappings " portion
of the oiI. Wind on,two, turns and make a loop about
three inches away from the last ioop, then nnothe two
turns and make another loop about an inth from the last
one. This is followed by another two turns'and 'another
loop, another two and another ioop,, another two and
thenleave a short length of wire and the coil is finished.
This last length of wire can be about an iñch long,
and is then óut off from the rest of the wire. After you have
made the third loop from the beginñing of the coil, and cornmenced to wind the two-turn sections, the fourth loop,was
way fromthe other,
made considably more than an
three, because if you do this then when the coil is mòunted
you will be able to distinguish which is the beginning of
thé " fine tappings," because' one clip' operateW n the
ten turn intervals and the other clip operates on the
five two-turn tappings.
Now, when the coil has been finished and the wire cut
off the ends, it should be bound round with thread or string
to'.make it secure, and then all that remains to he done
is -to make the wire bare at each end. After the ioops
have been scraped absolutely ceän the wire should be
twisted well together to thalçe a stiff series of tapping
point on which the clips cat bé fi'xed. You now have a
coil with two sets of tappings.'

1O28

to be made. It should be reasonably. stiff to enable it
to-he bent where necessary.
The ends of the coil are not connected in any 'way to
the other part of the circuit, being merely there so that
the tapping clips -can be pressed on to them. Other
connections are made to the terminals of the cryrtal and
to the four terminals on the board'-

.

iih

Th Completed Crystal Set
For the wiring-up of the set itself, the remainder of
the 24gauge D.C.O wire can be used, or bare tinned
copper wire, plain copper wire, Glazite, or any type of
copper wire can be employed so long as it is not too fine
and is 'capable of 'lying flat and thus enabling a neat job
,

-

:+ :LLL
I

X 8

I Crystal detector.
4 TerthinaIs
2 TappIng clips.

in.
.

,

k Ib. No. 24 D.C.C. wire.
A little wire for wiring-up, a small piece of wood

to hold the

coil

down, and some screws.

Tuning the set is an extremely easy operation, all that
has to be done is to see that. the cat's-whisker lightly
touches the crystal, which, as retnrked before, can be
of, the ," ite " variety, such. as Hertzite, Tungstallite,
etc., and then you take. the tapping clip connected to the
detector and the aerial and tap it at. the beginning of the
coil, that is 'the starting-point when you were 'winding
it, and the other clip is tried in turn on each of the five
tappings, i.e. at the tappings which have only two
turns.

Getting Best Results
,If nothing is heard, the first clip is then placed on one
of the four large tappings and the others are then t.rièd
in turn again. This is continued (with the 'phones on the
'head, of course) until each of the four tappings has been tried
and each of 'the five has beet tried, and a combinatiOn
has been found which will give the best results.
When this has been foùnd you can turn .your attention
to the crystal detector agaii and search for the best
possible settingof the cat'svhisket on the crystal. When
this is done there is nothing' more" to do except to
sit down and enjoy the proramme.
.

*,,'.,
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ALL YOU NEED!
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The'îew connections which complète the wiring ot this remarkable easy-to-build set are shown in all their simp1icity in the above

digtan

and photo.. Note how closely these two positions agree in detail and how you can trace every wire throuShout its route in the photo.
,
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This set gives yòu everything
that can be expected of a modérñ,
de luxe crystal-set design. Ease
of control, selectivity, loud signa1s
wave - change without coils, and
reliability are its special features,

It LTIIOUGH
during
I-i..

valves have become very. much ,elìeajer

the past two or three'years, the crystal set
still tetains a considerable measure of its quondam
popularity. And there is undoubtedly a great deal to
,c said for crystal reception. The first great advantage
is that there are no maintenance óosts. There are no
latteries needed, and the apparatus i so simple that
une can safely manipulate it.
Further, thereis the advantage that a purity of receji.
tion is possible which can only be duplicated by loud
speakers of the
most expensive
variety, operated
-!J--i
by high-class
valve sets.

statiOn is 2 L O, for le imle reason thab 5 X X
duplicatés thèmjority of 2 L-O's itéflis. -If yxu are a
2 L O listcnéí, then a crystal set caab1e of tuningin. the
long-wavers willnot be of much interest to you.
Selectivity Variable at WIll
This de luxe crystal set will prove of greater interest to
people not in London, but within that 80 oì. 100 miles
lOCal

COMPONENTS REQUIRED.

I Ebonite pane!,

I

t

L'

AEI'I/L

CC!41
L3

,,

í1

u
. .,'

-ocas
AfFD

5Xx

Some people

iY

0/

regard

crystal
sets as unsocial
instruments, but
it is possible to
work twó or three
telephone re-

ceiver.s and

co/I.

listening can be
carried out with.;s
RS
out intérrupting
anybody else in
the room not interested in the programme,
As proved by another article in this book, a crystal set
can be constructed for as little as 2s. 6d. But thè constructor who can spend a little more still has the knowledge that he will not be up against considerable replacement costs and maintenance, and should find this do
luxe version a most attractive proposition.

What the Set Will Do
Jsing the best components, it will cost abóut thirtyfive shillings ; but vhat, the constructor might ask himself, will he get for this money ? The chief feature of
this set is that it enables a swItch-over to be made from
5 x X to the local station without any coil changing and
at a moment's notice.
Additionally, the set possesses a degree of selectivity
greater than the average. Nevertheless, it must be
pointed out that no crystal set can be as selective as a
two- or threevalver, although, within the limits of its
íensitivity, the selectivity posssed by this de luxe sèt
will be found ample under the majority of circumstances.
With a good outdoor aerial, this set will enable stations
of the power of 2 L O, 5
A, etc., to be tuned in up to
a distance of 25 or so miles, while Daventry, 5 X X and
5 G B, should be tunable up to 80 or 1O miles
Therefòre, some cônstructors might find themselves in the
fortunate position of being able to tune-jn any ope df
three programmes and mot will h-n e -t
two t
théir command;
...
A wave-change crystal set will not appeal to a man whose

+

*

7 in. x 6 in. (Original was Becol.
Any good branded material).
I Cabinet and baseboard, about it lfl. deep. (This is a
cabinet commonly used for mains H.T. units, available from the usual firms).
3 Baseboard-mounting coil sockets (Lotus, Peto-Scott,
Burne-Jones, etc.).
i 0005-mfd. variable condenser (Bowyer-Lowe in set.
Any good make, Lissen, Cyldon, J.B., etc.).
i Crysta) detector (See text).
4 Terminals (Plain or engraved, such as Igranlé, Be!lingLee, Eelex, etc.).
i Push-pull on-off switch (Lissen, Lotus, Benjamin, or
similar type).
A length of wire for wiring-up, and plug-in coils, sizes
as given in the article. . _ . * 4 S +-4+ +4 4 +44 . + . s 4 * -4.
ê

range of 5 X X and 5 G B, or to other listetiers who are
within that range of the Daventry stations, and whose
local station is some othei than 2 L O. These are the
lucky people who may find- three programmes available.
The design of this set is due to Mr. A. Johnson-Randall,
and while it incorporates no particularly noyel features,
it is essent.iallysound and fient. As you will see from
the circuit, the aeriki is indüctivély coupled and the
degree of selectivity can be varied by varying the size
of the aerial coil.
-

.

-

This et uses three plug-in eo1s. "These do not
in the usual way have to be chaugeth The one coil
(at theback) provides1adtng (whthis operáted by

apanélswitch)Iorthelong-wave Dayeñtrystation.

W

at

.
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This aerial coil, Ta in the theoretioal diagram, is rnounte
close to, and therefore is intimately coupled with, the
s&ondary Qoil L. L2 is tuned by méans of a 0005-mfd.
vriable condeziser C1. The L0 5 X X coil is shorted in
o out of circuit by means of a panel switch in accordançe
to whether the set has to be loaded for the reception
of 5 X X or not. A crystal detector and telephone
receivers complete the arrangement.

The Variable Condenser
Little need be said about the components for these are
few in number and, for the most part, any of the leading
makes should be quite satisfactory. You should note,
however, that the variable condenser need not have a
slow-motion movement. One having a direct dial drive
is all that you 'will need.

*

oiu aera1 terminal to one side o!coil socket Li. Join other
side of L1 socket to one side o! long-wave socket L:, to one side
and to one side o! secondary coil, holder
. ol wave-changewiteh
soin the other side ot coil socket L5 to fized vanes of
L2.
variable condenser and to one side of cryatal detector. soin
. other side of crystal detector to top telephone terminal.
soin
bottom telephone terminal to oarth terminal and to remaining
side-of coil socket L3, also to moving vanes ol variable condeiuer,
anti to remain.ng side of wave-change switch.
-..-..-.--.+--.-..--+--.--...-.-'.-'.'

.G S*

4.

*

4

The type of the crystal detector can be left to the
discretion of the individual constructor. He will have to
make a choice of one Or other of two main types : the
semi-permanent variety and the cat's-whisker kind. One
ofthe former was used in the original model and is shown
in the photograph. It has the advantage that the
adjustment, which rarely need be made, is easily carried out.

Drilling the Panel
actual start on the assembly can be made y drilling
the panel. Do not fOrgt th'àt' you require metal-working drills for this and not the woodworking variety.
There is no need to buy a special set of drills for this one
task. A more economical procedure is as follows:
Purchase a cheap drill of the Archimedean variety and
a reamer (which costs about ninepence). Eighth-inch
.

. An

'

holes should be
drilled in the
7 in. by 6 in.
panel, in accordance with the

CRvsrAL Derecroe

®
AION,S

aecompanyi ng

diagrams. These
holes can then
be enlarged to
the exact size
required, using
the reamer, the
operation taking
but a few
minutes.
Do not clamp

oM

WAvE-CNANQE5W,rcN

S

the ebonite

directly in a vice
or the material
wifi be damaged.
It is best, while
drilling, to get
somebôdyelse to
bold the panel
for you on a

POINT-TO-POINT WIRING.

-

1928.

wooden board.
If you use flatheaded screws
f o r mounting
the panel on the
baseboard the
a p p r o p r i at e
holes should be
C O u n t ersunk;
but countersinking necessitates
a large drill or
special tool, so
many co4structors may prefer
to use roundheaded screws.
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-.

mounting the coil holders on the baseboard. If you
have desired to avoid sIdering, you will have seen that
all the components are provided with terminals. In
these days components of all varieties so fitted are
available. but you should note that there am a few
makes of push-pull switches, for instance, which only
have soldering tags.

The Coils to Use

3/44..
I143/4

A very pleasing back-of-panel appearance will be given
to this set if-Glazite wire is used, but donot rely upon the
use of one nut upon each terminal for holding the leads

in position.
The size of the aerial coil determines the selectivity
of thé receiver. If you are very close indeed to- your
local station, that is, within three- or four miles of it, you
may find a 35- or 40-turn coil will be requhed. In other
cases, one of 50 turns will answer the purpose
No advantage would be obtained by using a very large
aerial coil. The 50-turn size referred to represerts the
useful maximum. Perhaps in the case of 5 G B a 60 or
75-turn aerial coil might frequently prove of advantage,
but the constructor who employs the No, 50 will be losing
little,
For the coil marked " secondary " in the diagram a
No. 75 size wifi be needed for stations operating fions
about 450 metres up to 5 G B. Por stations of lower
wave-length a Tö. 60 coil wi,1 " fill the bill." The 5 X X
coil should be a No. 200. Plug-in coils of ' any of thu
leading makes can be ised in this sob.
-
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This recever embodies two reaction schemes, either of
which are immediately available by referring to a single
switch. This ftexibility is additional to alternative
aerial couplings and other novel schemes which makes
it possible to get the very best results under varying
local conditions.
THERE are literally dozens of different one-valve circuits,
and it is impossible to say, from an all-round view
point, which one is the best. Aerial and earth and

the pa pci you can turn from the- one to the other while
you are actually receiviig distant stations.
The one control is the so-called Reinartz, a well-tried
other local conditions vary to enormous extents and a one- 'method which has held its popularity against many rivals
salver which will give excellent reuIts in certain circum- for a number of years. The alternative method is another
stances may, under other conditions, prove disappointing. straightforward capacity control, the condenser in this
Therefore, there must be
case being connected actoss
s
+* * * + + + ---------4------* . e * thell.F.choke; theadjustmany attrations about a
set of a moderately simple
ment of regenèration effects
COMPONENTS REQUIRED.
character which enables òne
Pe1m1W1
i
Ebonite
panel,
7
lu.
x
12
in.
in.
(Original
was
x
a
to modi(y circuit arrange.
vana e
" Kay Ray." Any good branded msterial).
O w L
rnents to suit one's own
passes .ia..r 1mpuJJes.
Cabinet for above, and baseboard 7 in. deep (Caxton,
i
conditions. Such a receiver
Pickett, Raymond, Arteraft, Makerimport,Camco, etc.).
Reaction Control
is the one to be described.
i S.L.F slow-motion variable condenser, 3005 (J.R.
This novel design is ue
in original. Cyldon, Lissen, Igranic, etc).
In the ordinary course of
to Mr. G. T. Kelsey, and it
i Ordin&y square-law variable condenser,
(See
events the H F. choke tends
has many points of excepabove).
.
to impede reaction effects,
i Three-pole change-over switch (Utility).
tlonal interest. The most
but this component is, as it
t Two-way push-pull switch (Lissen).
important concerns the rewere, rendered more ini H.F. choke (R.I. & Varley in original. Any good
action control. As most
operative as the capacity of
make, Bowyer-Lowe, Lewcos, Lissen, Colvern,
ieaders willknow, the D.X.
the variable condenser is
Burne-Jones, Climax, Igranic, etc.).
qualities of a one-valve set
increased.
i Anti-mierophonic valve holder.
will depend, to a very great
As we have indicated,
Fixed condenser, 0003, with clips for grid leak (T.C.C.,
i
extent, upon the efficiency
both reaction schemes are
Lissen, Igranie, Clarke, Dubilier, Mullard, etc.).
f
of its reaction adjustment,
of a standard and welli Grid leak, 2 megohms (Dubiller, Mullard, Clarke,
and in their turn there are
Igranic, Lissen, etc.).
tested nature. Either one
sev.eral things which will
i Fixed condenser, 002 (See above).
may be better under certain
affect this quality of a
:1 Baseboard-mounting filament resistance to suit valve
conditions, and both are
.
(Igranie, Lissen, etc.),
circuit.
immediately available for
2 Single-c3il mounts (LotUs).
With a given reaction
you to choose from.
i Terminal strip carrying 6 terminals.
arrangement, R e i n a r t z,
Another important
Terminal
i
strip carrying 2 terminals.
Schnell, etc., it is obvious
feature
in the seventyClix
plugs
2
and
two
that the best results are * .-+.. . 4..-. 4 sockets, Glazite, flex, screws, etc..
shilling one-valver is the
$
t t
s t
obtained when a particular
provision of alternative
type of valve having a
methOds of aerial coupling.
certain H.P. voltage and an aerial having particular A selection can be made between two tappings taken
characteristics are employed. Many experimenters will directly on the grid coil, this being an auto-coupling giving
have found that by juggling about with these things a onea high degree of selectivity. The provision of another
valve receiver canbe "hotted up" to an exceptional degree. small coil permits inductive aerial coil coupling to be used.
These aerial adjustments are carried out with a clip
A Useful Switching Scheme
and can be made while the set is in operation. It is an
But this Kelsey design obviates the necessity o all unfortunate fact that. great selectivity with a one-valve
this by providing alternative forms of efficient capacity. receiver is only obtainable at the sacrifice of volume, but
controlled reaction. By means of a switch on tile front of it is possible, in many cases, to achieve very interesting
-

.
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¡
only ensure

e1ectìvity together with
real sensitivity. More oftn,
uiifortnnte1y, a compromise between the two
qualities has to be made
Anyway, you will find
that this reqeiver will
enable you to adapt matters
to your own rticu1ar requirements. Altogether, it
is a very versatile little set,
and onewould haveto go a
long way. before one would
find another more suitable,
either for the man who
wants only the alternative
programmes at good tele
phone stÑngth and nothing
else, or for he who desires
to wander around the con-

puriase
b1Vi,t

u will

IV1at

ngl4 type

ì:1

1so faeshtate

con

ictiÓ
h
mkmg the
st...................
%

'hie

11lanìnt
depend upon
lve ,aiid the
L T suppl
ou aie oing
to instal. Ohyiouslv,Vif you
are göing to. run 2VVolt
valvesV froni a 3-volt VL.T.
supply, then V2-ohm
filament VF heostat will not
provide sufficient resistl ace.
You can very eauily work
out. iiow much resistance in
the form of a ifiament re4stance wVjll be needed in
tue following *ay.:. Deduct
tinentals.
the voltage of the valve
i2 quite a simple set to
-(the rating according to the
build, although it should be
makers) from the voltage
A back-o!-panel photo which will help you, both during the mounting
noted that a certain amount
cf the L.T. supply. Into
ot the components and the wiriug-up.
of soldering is almost essenthe answer divide the curtial. Soldering is necessary
rent in amperes the valve ja
in regard to the connèctions of the change-over switch.
rated as taking. The answer will give you in ohms the
As you wifi see if you refer to the photograph, this componecessary additional resistance needed to cut down the
nent is provided with soldering tags only and no terminaIs. voltage to the required figure.
Then you should order a filament rheostat having a
maximum well above the resistance actually needed.
A Further " Flexible " Feature
The set is a compact affair, and we would particulaly Let us give you an example. Suppose your valve is rated
2 volts '1 amp. You desire to work this valve from a
drawyôúr attentiOn to the apjeärance of the front of the at
3-volt L.T. battery ; 2 volts fróm 3 volts leaves i volt,
panel. Here are tvo variable condenser dials, one eonand this 1, divided by 1, gives ten This figure is the
trolling reaction and the other wave-length adjustments.
resistance in ohms required to drop i volt.
In the centre is the switch for the rea:ction change-over.
You will also see the push-pull on-off switch.
The RemainIng Components
Towards the top of the panel you will note twO plugs
There
will,
of course, be an ohm or two of resistance in
andsockets, the former being joined to flexible leads which
pass through the. paneL These sockets and plugs enable the qomiecting leàd, and so on, but a filament resistance
the reaction coil connections to be changed over without having a maximum value of 12 ohns will prove quite
suitable in these circumstances.
referene to any baôk-of-panel- leáde o to the coil ite1f
The remaining components arç of a straightforward
This may not. always be necessar bút it will be agreed
that the procedure considerably increases the flexibility nature and you can pick and choose these from 'among
of the set. A complete list of thecomponents necessary the better known makes so long as you adhere to the
values.
for the construction of this set
iven and it will be specified
The first step in the assembly of the set wifi be the
advisable for you to run through this before starting to
getting together of all the components and materials
make purchases.
Little need be said about the panel and cabinet, except
that the panel material should be of good quality and
that the quality of the cabinet. has no effect on the funetioning of the set.
It is not absolutely essential that a slow-motion variable
condenser should be used br tuning purposes, a1thouh
cI 0005
if you are out for real " D.X." work then this type is
iìeeded; If you have a -0005 variable condenser on hañd
you can, of course, use this, and if it is of the plain variety
fit it with a vernier diaL
......
Be very careful to get the right kind of switch. It will
he as well to refer to the diagram and to make absolùtely
certain as to the purpose of this device, for this will not
nIste o.&tie
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requted. ' Then you can mark out the panel in accordance

-

-

with the appropriate diagram and drill the necessary holes.
Do ot forget that the diagram of the panel layout
front. Many constructors centre the holes with
dividis In preference to the use of a pencil and ruler. In
this ease driffing can be carried out from the front of the
panel, and this is a better scheme for, as ebonite is a somewhat brittle material, great care is needed to avoid
chipping as the drill passes through the material.
Panel Drilling and Wiring Hints
When the holes are drilled frQm the front of the panel
any such cliippings wifi be confined to the back, and will
he out of sight. If you have to resort to pencil lines, then
advise you to drill from the back of the panel, but do
not forget in this ease to reverse the measurements shown.
Wheñ the panel is drilled this can be screwed to the
baseboard and the components mounted on the panel.
Then the parts should be arranged on the baseboard in
accordance with the wiring diagram, which is drawn to
scale, and the photographs.
Having made sure that a]l these components are correetly laid out they can be screwed down. Finally, the
terminal strip should be screwed in position.
Do net he misled by the apparent simplicity of the
wiring and rush this portion of the work. It is a good
plan to work through the connections as theyappear in
the point-to-point Jist. There are nine pbints to the switch,

te

-

.

Another view o! the " works " of the set illustrating its compact
and clean design. Note the 3-pole change-over ewitch which
enablea the reaction control to bevaried at will.

and although these are laid out in a logical and practical

manner, unless the joints are made carefully an error may
ci-cep in.
If you decide to tackle the eonnection to the switch
before anything else, you will discover that at the conelusion of the operation practically all the wiring is
completed.
Coils for Various Wave-Bands
A few inches of flexible wire must be joined tO the aerial
terminal and the end of this lead fitted with a spade
terminal. Jf you huy a spade terminal at a shop it wifi
not cost you more than a penny, although if you have a
small portion of sheet brass on hand one can he cut from
it. Flexible leads are also joined to the reaction coilholder.
For long waves an ordinary " X " coil of 2O turns will
be needed in the aerial holder and an ordinary plug-in coil
of 150 turns for the reaction position. On this wave-band
you will not find it necessary to employ an additional
aerial coupling coil.
For the normal broadcasting wave-band, an ' 'X" coil of a
No. 60 or 75 size will be needed. For the reaction position
a No. 35 or 50 plugin coil is necessary. The additional
eau you can make yourself.
-

.

,

Obtain a small quantity of either 22 or 24 gauge P.0.0.
wire. Wind this in the form of-a hank of the same diameter
as the " X" coil. Fifteen -turns wifi be needed. This coil
should be tied to the " X " coil with thread, as shown in

the photographs.

One end should be connected to the highest tapping
point on the "X" coil and the other left free foi corniection

loin E temina1 to pin of L1 coil base, to L.T.-, to moving
vanes C1, to one side of LT. switch an1 to contact o. i on
switch. Join socket o! L coil haae to one side ot gi1 condenser
and leak and to fized vanes 01.
soin remaining sido o grid condenser and leak to " G

terminal o V5.
Join P terminal ot Vs to contact No. 5 on switch. loin contact 2 on switch to fixed vanes of reaction condenser, to one side
of H.P. choke and to contact 7 on switch.
loin contact 3 to contact 8 on switch and a10 to lelt-hand
Clix socket.

Join remaining Clix socket to contact 4 on switch.
Join moving vanes ot reaction condenser to contact 6 on
switch.
Connect contact 9 on switch to remaining side o H.P. choke,
to one telephone terminal and to one side ol telephone condenser.
Join remaining side oS telephone condenser to remaining
T. -i-.
telephone terminal and also to
Connect H.T- to L.T.-, and also to one filament terminai
on valve holder.
¿0m remaining filament terminal on valve holder to one side
Connect remaining side et filament
of filament resistance.
resistance to screw on rim cl LT. switch.
A flexible lead should be joined to terminal A, the remote end
of which lead should be equipped with a spade tag.
soin two flex leads to the reaction-coil holder and pass them
through the hole in the centre ot the panel

to the flexible lead from the aerial terminal when needed.
You will now see the cOnstitution of the three tappinc
points available for the aerial.
Two are the terminals on the " X " coil, the third being
the free end of the additional coil just referred to. You
can use a valve of any voltage Îating in this set. Moat
of the so-called general-purpose typen will be suitable as
will practically any HF. or deteètor variety.
Operating the Receiver
A 60-volt H.T. battery will provide ample anode
pressure. The selectivity of this receiver is not likely to
be altered by varying the form of reaction control, therefoce after you have inserted the coils and valves, join
up tise batteries and telephone receivers, and then proceed
to experiment with the selectivity adjustment provided
by the aerial tappings.
If the set fails to oscillate you. can try the effect of reversing the connections to the reaction coil by means of
the plugs on the panel. In cases this may be necessary
when changing overfrom the one reaction control to the
other.
Minimum regeneration is âehieved when the reaction
variable is at a minimum capacity adjustment.
Tuning is cathed out in the following manner : Starting
with the reaction variable at zero, the tuning variable je
rotated slowly through a section of its movement. Gently
traversing this area backwards and forwards the reaction
An
variable is gently rotated towards its maximum.
approach to oscillation is heralded by a considerable
increase in the sensitivity of theset and a subdued breathing noise. Squeals and squeaks varying in tono in accordance with the movements of either of the dials indicate
that the-set is oscifiating.
Although you will find it necessary to operate on the
edge of oscillation in order to obtain D.X. results with a
simple set of this nature, you should do your utmost to
prevent the set actually bursting into oscillation, for this
is what causes interference with other listeners. It wifi
not be wise to attempt operating the set in the nervous
condition of extreme sensitivity achieved by this edge of
oscillation condition. until you have had considerable
experience in the manipulation of the dials.
When you have achieved the knack of getting the utmost
from the set in the minimum oftime, you will be surprised
at the number of stations which can be tuned in.
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are now approaching the time
A remarkable unit wheh
and here, if this receiver is built tor
in the wire1cs year when shorttransforms practically any
broadcast reception, it is often not really
ordinary set into an emcien
wave signals will be coming in
suital)le for short-wave work.
short-wave receiver.
abundance and in great stì'ength, and
To build two sets, one for shorL-waves
when it will be
ssîb1e regularly to
and one for ordinary broadcasting, is
receive Australia, SouthAfrica, and other far-distant places. an expensive busiaeas so it wasdecided toe design a little
Of course, it is impossible to pick up these stations with
unit which will convrt any receiver into a short-wave
any regularity, or with great success, unless one has a set set. So if you have a detector and 2 L.F., an H.F.-I)et.capable of doing the job, but it is
L.F., and so on, by the use of this little
not everybody who wishes to build
converter, due to Ir. G. T. Kelsey, you
a separate short-wave receiver. Most
can make your receiver into a shortpeople, when they have a broadcast
/IFCtwe
\avc set which will be really efficient.
Vfreceiver, feel that they have gone to
Just Plugged In
as much expense as they ongh and
so leave the short-waves alone,
What happens is that the unit is
missing the fascination which comes
plugged into any straight set with one
from hearing a short-wave broadcast
or more L.F. stagas without in any
from a really distant country. Other,
way upsetting the layout or operation
attempt to build a set which can be
of the broadcast receiver. If the broadconverted for either broadcast or
cast receiver has an Hl'. stage this, of
short-waves, a very good method, but
course, is turnel out and not used, for
it is rather inclined to be a tedious
the adaptor on the converter phigs
job when it comes to the changing
straight into the detector socket of the
of coils, and the method in most
ordinary broadcast receiver.
cases does away. with the possibility
In actual fact, this special "
of havilig H.F. amplification in the
short-wave converter is a specially
set.
designed short-wave detector unit,
which is plugged by means of
Special Set Unnecessary
-m ordinary four-pin adaptor on a
H.F. amplification is really repiece of flex into the detector socket of
quired in some broadcast receivers,
the broadcast receiver, and then the
fia!
?.n:1 is often desired by a great many
output from the concerter is automatijisteners, Dut wnen ir comes t-o snortcally passed from that socket to the
wave work t-ho H.F. amplifier is inilined to upset things
L.F. amplifier section of the broadcast set.
unless very carefully designed on the screened-grid
So if you have a detector and ? L.F. ordinary broadcast
principle. Others rim that popular set, the Det.-2 L.F., set and you use -thi converter you vill have a short-wave
-

.
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THE WAY OF COMPONENTS.
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2 0003

variable con1ensers (igranie In originai unit).
(Any good make. Lissen, Cyldon, J.E., Bowyer-LDwe,
Dubilier, etc.)
2 Slow-motion dials (Any pattern giving a really smooth
slow drive).
s
Grid condenser and leak, -0003 and 2 meg. (Dubilier,
T.C.C., Mallard, C1rke, Igranic, etc.).
i Valve holder, anti-miarophonic type (Igranic, Lotus,
f
Benjamin,
AsIi'ey, Marconiphone, Forma, W..,
f
Burne-Jones, Bowyei-Lowe, Redfern, etc.).
f
i Single-coi! mount (Lotus, Burns-Jones, etc.).
1 Potentiometer, 400 ohms, baseboard type (Lissen
4
original. Any similar type. 2OO ohm, will serve)
s
4* -*-.--.--+- G

Ebonite panel, 12 in. X 7 in. (Any good branded
material).
I Small eboijite sub-panel, 2 in. x 5 in.
j Cabinet (see note in text re size), nd baebaar1
8.( in. deep.
Valve plug (thi can be home-made from an oI vav
base if desired. Obtainabis from Messrs. Lctro Linx,
Lissen, etc.).
Sht
12
< 7 in.
lb. of No. 22 D.C.C. WIfC, and ebonita, etc., ter
construction 0.1 cross former.
Flex, clips, valve 1es and pins, and Glazite, etc.
i

-

:Lissen.
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converter detector followed by the L.F. amp1ifier-a11
that is necessary for really good short-wave reception.
It is not every set that has reaJly slow-motion dials and
suitable variable condensers for short-wave work. The
average broadcast receiver has a tuning condenser of
something of the order of 0005 mfd.
For short-wave work a 0005-mfd. variable condenser
is rather too big. Stations whizz by with far tào great a
rapidity, so that for short;wave work a 00025 or a 0003
Imu. is ample, ana a siow-monon vernier niai is a
necessity.
These features the " M.W." Short-Wave
Converter contains, and here, again, you see that everything
required for short-wave reception-slow-rnotion dials,
suitable condensers, special short-wave coils-can be ised
with your ordinary broadcast receiver. without upsetting
it in any way, Moreover, the. " M.W." Short-Wave Converter is not expensive to build.
A glance

.

.

.

Avoiding Hand-CapacIty
Another noint which is -most valuable in shortwave
uork is to bave the moving vanes of the variablecondeiisers
at earth potential. This helps to óbviate hand-eapâëity,
especially if the panel is also screened and the fields from
the coils thereby confined t the set itself.
very rare to find a broadcast recèiver which has
both moving vanes of. its tuning and reaction coñdensers at earth potential. Usually one or the other, or
both, are at a potential above earth, and this does not
matter much where ordinary broadcast wave-lengths are
concerned, hut is a serious matter where shortwave
reception is being considered.
The photographs show the " M.W." Short-Wave Converter in a cabinet., but this need not be used if cost is to
be kept down to the lowest possible figure-less than 30s.
On the other hand, if the cabinet is made to match that
of the ordinary broadcast receiver with which the coñverter
is to be used, then the two wifi form a very useful and
ornamental outfit capabfe of receiving practically anr
thina you want to hear.
Amwhi1e discussing the reception point of view, we would
make it clear that this adaptor is
capable of enabling yoú to hear
Aiístralia practicallyány Suñday
evening during the winter
months of the year nd at quité
considerable strength, especially
if you haye two LF. stages in
your broadcast receiver; What is
more, timing by means of this
adaptor ¶s,not difficult If you go
carefully you will iot fail to pick
up a great number of shortwave
stations:
.

'

.

for November, 1928.

positive to full negative by means of the potentiometer
until the best esu1ts are obtained (it is best to work a
near the positive end as possible). Obviously these
features are very desirable in short-wave work, and do a
great deal tOwards the really successful operation, especially
when telephony is being received.

.

Quite a Simple Circuit
at the theoretical circuit will show that it is
quite an ordinary Reinaitz type of circuit, but that a
potentiometer has been supplied to control the bias on
the gri4 of the adaptor. This is a useful thing where
short-wave work is concerned as it frequently does away
with that annoying threshold grid howl which sometimes
occurs just as you are goiiig into and ont of oscillation.
In this way the most effective control of oscillation ei
be obtained, and the bias on thè grid aitered horn full

"
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The Panel
As regards the constructional
work, the panel, of coursé, is drilléd
.
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and laid out according to tha
diagram, and then we come to
the drilling of the copper screening
sheet underneath. This screening
sheet ia supplied at tbe back of
the panel so that ai] hand
capaaity' is completely däne
away with and the tuning of
the short-wave adaptor is thade
as easy as that of an ordinary
receiver.
Clamping the panel and the
screen fiat on the baseboard enables the drillingof thè panel and
the screen to be carried out in one
operation and in such a way that
no mistake regarding the holes
can be made. The photograph of
the original adaptor shows a
cabinet with a white-fmed oval
front. This white facing is
obtained by placing a piece of
Bristol board or thick cartridge
paper across the front of the
panel, this paper having been
previously thoroughly dried in
an oven, and the holes made
in the appropriate positions.

-

I

J

-
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Next the panel and sere'n and, if desired, the whjte
front to the panél should be secured to the baseboard;
a fairly thick basebothxl being used. You will notice
from a view of the set that a little sub-panel about
5 in. long and 3 in. across is employed on the baseboard
at the back left-hand corner looking from the front
of the set. This panel holds the sockets for the aerial
coil and the reaction and grid coils. The dimensions
are given in the back-of-panel diagram, and it is secured
to the baseboard by means of two small wooden end-pieces
about i
height.
Two blocks of wood about the same length as the endpieces and about half
n inch square form a
convenient method of
_,_
fixing either by glue or
by screws. Six sockets
are required onthe subpanel, and to the two
________________________
end ones on the right
of the panel, looking
at it from the hack et
t he baseboard, t ' o
terminals- are fixed by
m e a. n s of soldering
tags under fue two
sockets. A glance at
.
the photographs will
make this clear. Tt
c
will be seen that the
tu o terminals stick out
at an angle to the
__________
sockets well away from
___________..
the little panel, the
ff
...
soldeiing tags towhich
'
the terminals are
soldered being placed
under the valve
socKets on ne panel.
Note the siìape design o? the unit and
The coils are what
are known as "cross"
coils, and are foised by making a cross former, the details
of which are given in Fig. 2. Here it will be seen that two
pieces of ebonite 5 in. long and' i in. across, ¿md slots
in. apart, are cut in this, on alternate sides, commencing
about in. from either end. These slots are. continued
until six are done from each end and the slots are about
ft in. deep. Right -in the centre of the slots on one side
one piece of ebonite, and on the other side on the other
piece, a %-in. slot is eut so that the two pieces can be
slotted together.

_

z

.

used being No. 22 D.C.O., of which a quarter of a pound is
required altogether. Next you cross over and, proceeding
in the sanìè direction, you wind on h further three turns
the next slot up, at the termination of which the wire
should be eut off and secured. One photograph of the
set. shows the generai appearançe of the coil

Wound in Alternate Slots
In the end you get a two-layer coil, the layers being
concentric with three turns to each layer.
.

.

.

I

:

..

..

..

_

.

.

.

.

.

.

Reaction and Grid Coils
Then the reaction and grid coils are wOund round and
round these slots until the requisite number of turns have
been placed on. The windings are carried out in this
manner. First of all you commence in the second slot
from the centre, and, securing the end of the wire, you
wind on three turns spaced about an in. each. The.wire
.

.

/2',

_______________

.

.4

'M

,

-.

.

-

con-

nected the end of the
outer winding and the
..
start of the inner one
each to a pin. This
leaves us the two inside " ends " of the
--.
coils-that is, the end
of the first coil and
the beginning of the
the novel home-made coils and holder.
outer coil still unconneeted, and contact is
made to them by means of spring clips. The outside
winding on the former is the grid coil and the inside
the reaction coil.
ji

.

.

.

:..

..:

.

..

Mounting the Aerial Coil
The aerial coil is mounted on a base and is supported
by a vertical wooden support, screwed or glued to the
base, aùd the coil merely consists of a hank winding of
about five turns fixed to the coil holder in the way shown
in Fig. 3. This is quite a simple coil to wind and will
cause no trouble whatsoever. Nothing need be said aboub
the
now, because it is perfectly clear from the
photographs and the wiring diagram.
.

e'

The arms O the cross
jormer are made to the
pattern shown on the
right. the coil being
layer-wound in alternate slot,. You start on
one side ol the arm and
go arrois alter a certain number ot turns to
the next ilot, up which
is cut on the other sideof
the former. Thus you get
four layers (two for each
Coil), with the first and
third layers on one side
o! the tormer and the
eecond and fourth on the
other.

e'
PANEL ¿AYcSfP

:

.

:

.

.

.

.

.

.

-

I

.

:

-

The fourth and fifth slots carry the seeondwinding, which
is done in the same
way and in the 80,! e
direction as the first.
1
This completes the
grid and reaction colli.
onnections are as
follow
The start of
the inner winding and
the end of the outer
inding are each coni
;:
riected to a pin, the
(,'iS5ci'OSS holder and
.'t \
the base on wlihh the
two pins are placed
being joined together
I
by means of tightly
i
wound

15
.
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There is nothingthat can go wrong, âñd as.long a your
havè made sure that the moying plates of the variable
condensers make oitaet with the screen on the pane1,
and the panel screen to that socket onthe subpanel which
carries the earth terminal-that i, the one nearest the
main panel-everythingis all right. Those two sockets
underwhich the terminals are fixed arejeined underneath to
the next two sockets into which the aerial coil is plugged.
Whèn ail this
has been done
and a suitable
plug-in coil of
about 75 turns
inserted in the
choke socket-that is, the ordinary coil holder by
tIie valve holder
-and the detector valve
fronithe ordinary
set put in the
socket
of the
" M.W." o onverter, the set is
ready to qonnect
up.

As soOn as

you place the
adaptor plug in
the detector
socket of the set
in lieu of the
valve, you have
connected to the unit all the necessary batteries, and the
whole thing is ready to workwhen the aerial and earth
are attached to the converter, the 'phones being left on
your ordinary set. The plugging in of the adaptor is the
only connection required to the "MW." Converter.

External Connections
Aerial and earth go on the two terminals. No batteries
have to be used whatsoever as regards the adaptor itself;
i

they can thus remain connected to your ordinary broadcast receiver and do not have to be touched, It is just
a matter of plugging the adaptor into your detector
socket in the broadcast receiver and the whole thing is
automatically. switched on. The first thing to do is to find
out whether the converter wifi oscillate.
With the grid tuning condenser-the
.
left-hand. dialat zero, the capacity of
the reaction condeñeer should. b increased until the set commences to oscullate. it there is any doubt about this
a moistened finger placed on the grid
socket of the cross coil should give a
double click. . One on placing the finger
and one on taking it away. Failure of
set to oscillate may be due to the
use of too little H.T. (which is
remedied -cîf course, by altering the
tapping on your H.T. battery going to
the detector of your broadcast set) or
jossibly due to an unsuitable valve.
Changing over the valve will very
òften remedy the trouble if you have
an unsuitable valve in use.

1928.

rule, however, a good- dèteêtor in a broadcast set will be
quite a good detector in a short-waver.
The set is now ready for testing on signals. With the
reaction condenser adjusted so that the sei is just oscillating,
and using the thning very, very slowly from zero, you will
probably be able to hear chirrup after chirrup. If the
chirrup that is heard is a telephone carrier.wave, slightly
slacking back the reaction condenser wifi enable you to
resolve in the örthñary way as you do on a broadcast set.
If it is a C.W. station, then as soon as the action has
been slackened back frdm the oscifiating point the cartierwave and all signals wifi disappear.
-

.

.

Var jable Aerial Coupllng
Under average conditions the aerial coil should be coupled
moderately tightly to the cross coil, and for this purpose
the two centre sockets, which are connected underneath
the sub-panel to the aerial and earth sockets. These
latter enable the aerial coil to be plugged in farther away
from-the cross coil when looser coupling is required, as
iiight be the case should patchy or unsatisfactory reaction
be encountered.
..

.

COIL DATA.
The aerial CoupIin may be altered. but the same number o
turns for the aerial coil will probably be suitable-namely,
5 turns.
Wave-lengths.
Cross Coil Number ol Turns.
(approxj
Six turns Sor carli coil. That is 6
turns for reaction and O for grid, making
25-50 metres
a total ot 12 turns wound on the tor{ mer in !onr layers ot 3 turm each.
For 2XAD anS
Four
ot each coil, making a
5 S W, and stations I total coilturns
o! 8 turns wound in 4 layers
between 20 metres
ol
2
turns
each.
and upwards ot 80. J
Above 50 metresturns each coil making a totat ot
for K D K A and ) 20 Ten
turns, wound in 6 iot! (3 tor each coil)
those dations not
consisting
4 and 2 tor the grid coil
covered by the 6- J and then 2, ei4 4,
and 4 tor the reaction coil.
turn coils.
-.--.--.-* . . . s . . . . . . . 4 + 4
+ 4 4

4
4

.

.

4

4
4
t

Intermediate degrees of coupling may be obtained by
swivelling the aerial coil round the support to which it
is fixed, so that fine variatiou can be obtained between
fairly tight coupling with the coil parallel with the cross
end and in the centre sockets, and very loose coupling with
the coil- at an angle to the cross coil and placed in the
outside sockets.
-,
.

.

-

.

-

-

-

.

Testing on Sigs.

It

is not always a criterion

that a

valvé which oscillates satisfactorily in.
a broadcast receivcr will necessarily
oscillate in a short-wave set. Sometimes a valve which is perfectly
satisfactory in a broadcast receiver will
refuse to oscillate at all in a short-wave
set owing to the unsuitable characteristics of that partcuIar valve. As a

:

-

You can identify all the parts in this photo. (1) Potentiometer ; (2) Aerial coil sockets
(3) Reaction coil clip : (4) Grid coil clip ; (5) Lead soldered to screen ; (6) Metal screen
behind panel ; (7) Adaptor plug ; (8) Cross-coil sockets.
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A set which will appeal to the

amateur who wants to roam
through the ether. It can be
made suitable for the reception
of short, medium and long
wave-lengths by changing the
simple plug-in coils. 3 L O (of
Australia) as well as 2 L O is
available with this set.

is a set with which it is possible to tune in
stations on practically any wave-length. If you
so desired you could go right down to th veij
short-wavers, such as K D K A, 2 X A F. 2 X A D, or
3 L O of Australia.
Additionally the set has proved
remarkably efficient on the normal broadcast band, and
5 X X and the long-wavers come in at creditable strengths.
As a matter of fact, a sot which will receive the highfrequency broadcasters is almost bound to be efficient on
the ordinary wave-lengths.
But you must not epect
long . distance loud -spaker

special word in regard to this component is necessary.
If you have only a short aerial, say not greater than
35 ft. in length, you will not find a series condenser nacessary, and, further, should your aerial be greater than 60
ft. in length, the purpose of this component, which is to
cut down the capacity of the aerial i order to enable
short waves to be received, will not prove successful.
In fact, a long aerial will militate against thç receiver
operating efficiently on these low waves. Incidentally
the caries condenser increases
the selectivity of the receiver,
but the real efficiency of the
set in this regard is due to

HEPE

.

receptionwiththisset Good

loud-speaker results are possible up to about thirty miles
from an ordinary station of
' _
the calibre of 2 L O, and up
to one hundred miles or so
'
:
from 5 G B or 5 X X. Teleho
n
e
receivers will be
p
-necessary for the short____________
wavers and the more distant
stations.
. .002
The set i of the simplest
poasmie nature in 00th construction and operation. For the one hundred shillings
von will be able to provide first-class components throughout, and this is advisable if you desire optimum results.
Very great economy can be effected, but the extent to
which this is done depends upon the discrimination of the
individual constructor.

os

.

L.J

An AerIa1-AdaptIng Condenser

In the first place no cabinet need be used, and this

:

agrees with the ideas of many short-wave enthusiasts.
But we cannot y we have noticed any deterioration in
results when the set is fixed in a éase.
The circuit is of the detector-L.F. varIety, and is shown
theoretically in, the accompanying diagram It will be
noticed that a fixed condenser is shown in series with the
aerial. This should be of OOOl mid. capacity. A

* .--.--.-. * . .
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The Coils
The reaction coil, as with
the aerial coil, is of the plugi variety and is mounted on
the baseboard. A 00025infd. variable condenser is
employed for tuning pur-

and although admittedly this tends somewhat
to limit the tuning range of any given coil on the ordinary
broadcast band, it is definitely suitable for short-wave
reception. A condenser of similar capacity is employed
for reaction control.
poses,

.

..

You will see that a fixed condenser of 0003 mfd. is in
series with the reaction variable. This fixed condenser
should be short.circuited when the set is used on normal
-wave1engths. Its object is to reduce the effective capacity
rango of the reaction variable for the reception of the
short-wavers.

Rheostats May Be Unnecessary
The L.F. valve is transformer-coupled and grid-bias
connections ¿aid separate H.T. terminals are provided.
1f two-, four. or six-volt valves are to be used from
an accumulator of similar rating, then the filament

4$

'

4 4.-S

*ô

COMPONENTS REQUIRED.

.

.

<

2

:

. +

i Panel, '14 in. X 7 in. ) in; (Original
art." Any good branded material).
t Baseboard, 16 in. x 8 in.

A

o
4

.

j.

the employment of a tapped
aerial coil.

Was

" Ehon-

Fixed condónser, 0003 (Mullard in set. Any gocd'
make, T.C.C., Dubilier, Liasen, Igranic, etc.).
2-meg. grid leak with suitable clips or holder (Igranic,
Lissen, Mullard, Dubiller, etc.).
'. "'-'--'-'--- DeI1jozIiL11,
" .LULU,
-i----.
.
yaive uwurns
nuwyer-541we,
Duradept, Burne4ones, B.T.H., W.B., Igranic, Marconiphone, Pye, etc.).
I L.F. transformer (Any good make, Lissen, Igranic,
Marconiphone, Mullard, R.I.-Varley, etc.).
I Terminal strip, 6 in. x 2 in.
I Terminal sttip, 2 in. x 2 in.
8 Terminals (Eelex, Igranic, Belling-Lee, etc.).
I Bulldog clip.
Wire, screws, wander plugs, etc.

variable condensers (Ormond, or other good
maké). (0003 mfd. is also a suitable capacity.)
Slow-motIon dials (Ormond, or other good fairly lowgeared type).
Fixed coil holders (Lotus, Peto-Scott, Barne-Jones,
etc.).
On-off switch (Lissen in set. Any similar type, Lotus,
Benjamin, etc.).
Baseboard rheostats (Liasen, or similar type).
Fixed condensers, 0002 (Mullard, Lissen in set. Any
good mâke; Clarke DRbilier; T.C.C., lgraniè, etc.).
-+.--+

*,,-*- 4-
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TesitaflceF will be e1rninated, but you shoula note that
the slow-niøtiän dials ae iYy no meañs effnenients. Th
would be if you purchased variable condensers having in
themselves efficient slow-motion drives, but down among
the short waves, where a degree on the condenser dial
may mean the passing from one statiön to another, vernier
Juning control is indeed a necessity.

Only One Drill Necessary

Andas with the buildingof most sets, the first rtep in

.assein1ly will be the drillingQf. the panel. You wilisee from
the panel-drilling diagram: accompanying this article that
Che panel is perfectly symmetrical. It. is, therefore, important that you should drill the holes as sjown. It is sir-prising what a diffesenée in balance éven an eighth.of ali
inch can make..
The actual sizes of the holes will depend upon the. makes
òf components used. Sorne variables demand panel holes
of. half-inch diameter. Few constructors wifi possess drills
Of this size, but ebonite j a very easy material to ream.
'As a matter of fact, the constructor will find a reamer,
which costs but a few pence, an invaluable article. It will
replace several drills in his kit.
: For instance, in the drilling çf this particular panel only
one drill of an eighth of an inch to make holes for the
countersunk-headed wooden screws for securing the panel
to the baseboard need be used. The same drill can also be
employed formaking the holes necessary for mounting
the L.T. switch and variablé condensers.
Subsequently, these latter holes could - be reamed out
with a reamer to the required dimensions. Failing the
use of a reamer, the tang of a file or even one of the blades
.
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H.F. choke. On the ordinary broadcast wave-lengths thi
coil should not be of less than 250 turns, while for short.
wave reception a 25- to 30-turn coil will be necessary. But
it isworth noting that there are now H.F. clíokes availabip
which satisfactorily function fróín the shortest to the
longest wave-lengths encountçred in broadcasting.

L TSW,rcH

:0j
,--. o
ILrIIIr

Concerning the H.F. Choke

.

In this set an Ordinary plug-in coil can be used as

,r-ìlc,

4__,_J_v
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.

bearing upon the efficiencyof the receiver ontheslìortwaves.

o

__ì
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00025
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of a pair of scissors can be employed for eniaging holes in
Thöñite panels.
But before we go any farther it will be nccesaary to refer
to the question of the cabinet. If you definitely decide
that a cabinet is necessary, then it will simplify matter
if you use an 18 in. by 7 in. panel. Otherwise, some such
scheme as a " vignette " front would have to be employed.
vignette front for t1us receiver would f e to
A
measure 16in. by S iii. ind he of thinwood. An oval could
be cut in tIde through which. the controls would project.
in either case, if a cabinet is to be used the large terminal strip thould be fixed to the back of the baseboa,r.t
similarly to the aerial and earth terminal strip. Tliia
modification vou1d not. affect any of the connections in
the wiring, bl!t Would alte the lengths of several of the
leacTsfrom them shown in the wiring diagram.
The position of the terminal strip at the side of the,
baseboard will no doubt he found very convenient by
many coastructors. The actual reason why it was so
positioned was to enable a shortening of several important
leads to be effected. And this undoubtedly has an importantj
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ound on in a singln layer, the wire being secüred
through ktwo holes at the start, and wound on carefully
so that each turn nestles snugly against the precedin&
turn, until the 30 have been wound, when the end of the
wire is passed through a couple of little holes in the tube,
and is secured by a dab of sealing wax or candle grease.
This is the reaction coil.
A space of about
in. is left, and then the secondary
winding Ls commenced. This is wound in the same direc.
tian as the iirst winding. The secondary coil consists
of 60 turns of No. 24 double-cotton-covered wire-a
much thicker wire-and you will find it will take up more
than twice the space that the thirty-turn reaction coil
took. A a matter of fact, it will occupy nearly all
the reniainder of the tube, only about in. being left at
the end.
'wirè i

The coil itself consists of 24 double-cotton-covered wire,
and has a total of 25 turns. It is tapped at the 10th, the
15th and the 20th turns, and is wound over the top of
the secondary coil ät the lower end-i.e the end nearest
the reaction coil, which you wound first.
It will be noted from the wiling diagram that the
.
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three coils are marked " L1," " L2 ,"' ' L3." These refer
to the aerial winding, the secondary winding and the
reaction coil respectively. This completes the ordinary
short-wave coil. The loading coil is wound on one of
the standard formers, as was mentioned before, if you
do not choose to buy the coil complete, and is wound in
a series of rims or slots round the former.
In each slot there are about 27 turns, so that in the
8 slots you have atotal of 216 turns, and the wire used
is No. 26 double-silk-covered. Tappings are made at any
convenient place, such as 25, 60, 80 tuñia or so, counting
from the beginning, which should be labelled O, of course
and the finish of the winding on the coil is marked 216."
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The Aerial Coil Spacers
You will wonder where the aerial coil is to go. This,
however, is wound on top of the secondary coil, but is
spaced so: that it shall not actually be wound straight qn
top of the secondary coil. The spacing consists of placing
six or seven strips of wood-wooden rod is perhaps the
best for the purpose, such wooden rod as is used for the

3

19

Completing the Construction

¿4 V0U7

As regards the rest of the constructional work, this

packing of Glazite-roud. the secondary at even intervais. Then the wire is wound ci top of these wooden
strips.
Unless you fix them in some way, you will find It difficult
to wind the wire on these strips as they will keep on
shifting, so you want to get two or three rubber bands and
carefully lix these wooden rods at each end, over the
COils already wound, and then. wind on your aerial coil,
removing the rubber bands afterwards, when it will be
tound that the aerial coil keeps the vooden spacers in
position .perf ect.ly.

*

really requires no lengthy explanation-the wisg diagram
and the photographs making it quite clear what connections you should make, and how the components
should be arranged. As far as possible you should space
out your components as shown in the wiring diagram,
which is drawn to scale. Ordinary stiff wire should be
employed for the wiring. (ilazite may be used, but it
is not necessary to use insulated wire.
The hañdling of the set is not a difficult matter. The
short-wave range is obtained by palling the wave-lengths
change switch out, and the long wave by pushing it in
.

-4----
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COMPONENTS REQUIRED.

.

N

Panel, 14 in. X 7 in. X
!fl. (Any good brand
t 0003-mfd. flxe eonnser (Lisen in set. Any good
material).
make, fiul!ar&;Dubiller, T.C.C., etc.).
i Cabinet to fit, and baseboard t2 in. deep (Piekett,
I -meg. gfid leak and holder Lissen in set. Any gool
Cameo, Raymond, Bond, Arteraft, Makerimpori,
make, igranic, Mul!P.d, Dubilier, etc.).
Caxton,. etc.).
i -H.F. choke hothenade; by winding a Rediern choice
i
.IOIIIIer acordtng to the instuetions on the box.
0005-mfd. variable condenser with slow motiòn
This
quite easy and a decided economy, but 'f
(Dubiher K C In original
Any good make Lisen
desired any standard make of choke can be used)-.
Formo, J.B., ¡grame, Brandes, etc.).
tanard loading-coil former ("M.W." a' " P.W."
I 1X101 or 00015-mid. miniature type reaction condenser
Peto-Scott, Cyldon, Bowyer-Lowe, Igranic,-J.B.,etc.).
rd'-wound1oading coil (Burne-Ines, Pároussi,
I L.T. on-off switch (Benjamin, Lotus, Igranic, Lssan,
f
Wearite, etc.).
etc.).
j
L.F. transformer, fairly low ratio (a number of gÓotl
Push-pull type on-off switch for wave-change
types are available at prices under 20sA-e g. the nw
switching (Lissen, Lotus, or similar type).
Lisse», A.F.4, E.1.&Varley General Purpose," etc.
3 Valve sockets. One (that for the detector) should be
This is largely a matter ô! the constructor's taste).
of the sprung type, such a the Lotus, Benjamin,
i Terminai strip, 12 in. X 2 in. X j
or in., and 8
Bowyer-Lowe, W.B., Burne-Jones, Formo, Igranic,
terminals.
etc., but the other two can, if desired, be of the plain
,A Piece of tubing, 3 in. diameter and 3. in. long, for
type, such as the Igranic or Liasen, which only -short-wave coil (Any good insulating material,
eost is.
Pirtoid, Radion, cte.).
i R.C. coupling unit, with anode resistance of
meg.
4 oz. No. 24 D.C.C. wire and i oz. No. 32 D.S.C. wire.
and grid leak of 2 meg (Lissen in set, cosLing 4s
Small quantity orbare tinned copper wire for wiring up,
complete. Another good and inexpensive unit is the
tlx, G.B. plugs, 3 tapping clips, sundry smal[pieees
Dubihier).
t_
of wood, screws, etc.
_ _ * 4-e---* _ _ _ _
. _ ._ ._._ 4_ _ _C +-+ -+--+--4+--44
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It

is best to start off with your local station, of course,
and we presume this is of the short-wave variety, so we
will pull the wave-length switch out, and also pull the
L.T. switch out, so as to switch on the set.
It should be stated here t4iat the valves used are of the
normal types, i:ean H.F. valve in the first stage, followed
by another H.F. valve (of ábout 15,000-30,000 ohms
impedance); andfinafly by a power Or supá-power valve.
Either 2-, 4-, or 6-volt accumulators may le used, as required, and 120 volts H.T. should be available, with grid
bias up to 18 volts.

Adjusting the Aerial Coupling
With the aerial tap on the aerial coil at the. niaximum
position, i.e. at the end of the cui!, and the second tapping clip on " O " on the loading coil, the aerial condenser
will be turned round as slowly as possible, and the operathr
should listen for his local station. The reaction con-

by means of the tappings until you get the desired rèsult.
After a few hours' practice with this receiver it will be
quite easy to lnd a position on the L1 coil which will give
you a compromise between selectivity and sensitivity
suitable for most of your requirements.
The Long-Wave Tappings
-When you have' got used to handling the set ou the
lower wave-length band, you should push in the wavelength switch and tune in 5 X X. This will be an easy
matter and probably you wifi not have to use your reaction in any way before you hear it quite loudly. Reaction
will, of course, bring up the signal strength, While you
should also play about with the tappings on the loading
coil and see you get your best results.
By means of the tappings on the loading coil, you will
be able to arrange your sensitivity to the best advantage.
As a general rule, the aerial feed tapping from the bottom
of L1 can remain on " O"
on the loading coil, though for
,

'

increased selectivity it an be
placed on " 25."
The ifiarnent
tapping from the centre of the
wave-change switch (i.e. earth)
should be varied on the 60 or 80
tapping according to which givés
best reaction control. This tapping does not, of course. affect the
shorter wave-length results as the
whole of the loading coil is shorted
out by means of the switch.
There is one little point aboùt
this switch which perhaps wants
a little clearing up, and this
concerns the connections to the
switch. It will be noticed from 'the
photographs that the switch is of
the usual type, having two spring
contacts on either side of an
insulated plunger with a metal cap.
When the switch is " in " the
cap is away from the metal springs
and no contact between them is
made, while when the switch is
" out " the metál cap makes
contact between the springs.
In the long-short switching
Another photo el the interior ot the set, in which it is possible to identity inosto the leads.
scheme used in the set we have
'
Compare this photo with the wiring diagrsrn.
described the switch is connected
so that the spring contacts go to
denaer should be varied to see if the set wifi go into oscill
the ends of the loading coil so that the metal cap shorts this
tion or not, the staté of oscillation being denoted by placing coil out when the switch is in the " short-wave " position.
a damp finger on the fixed vanes of the aerlal condenser. In additiOn, the metal cap is connected by a flexible lead to
When the set is oscillating, a distinct plop will be heard earth, so that not onlyis the loading coil shorted but it is
earthed thereby; as will be seen in the theoretical diagram,
when the finger is placed on, and another plop when it is
taken off. When the local station is being received, of taking the short-wave coil straight to earth at the same
course, plops which might be confused with signs of time as the long.waveeoilis shorted.
oscillation can be obtained when the set is not oscillating,
' ' '.
How Reaction Changes
so that the test of oscillation should be carried out when
the local station is off or when no station ia being
Wheu thia latter lain use-theswiteh being in the "in"
tuned in.
position-the main reaction coil, instead of going direct to
When it has been determined- how the set oscillates earth, as in the case where the lower wave-lengths are being
and whereabouts the reaction condenser should bo placed received, goes to thè tapping où the loading coil, whinh
to get oscifiation, then this condenser should be decreased can be varied to increase or decrease the reaction coupling
in its value until the set i well away from oscillation as desired, and this thereby gives an ex'tra Hartley reaction
point, and the local station tuned in. When this has beèn effect on the longer waves.
tuned in to the bestadvantage, the aerial tappings should
It must be emphasised that the tapping from the bottom
be varied on L1, until the best selectivity or Bignal of the aerial coil (L1) must be placed on " O " when the
strength isobtained.
set is being used for the shorter wave-lengths, and as
remarked before it will be usual to léave it here for alt
Getting Best Results
purposes, but itis essential for efficient operation that this
You must remember that as the tappings are varied
be o " O ' for the shorter waves .
downwards, i.e. as less coil is. employed, so the selectivity
A study of the theoretical circuit . diagram will show
of the receiver will go up and the sensitivity will' go down,
exactly how the tapping variatiòns will affect the
so that with the local station you will find it not a difficult
operation of the receiver, and why.t is important to
matter to obtain the bese results, but for a distant station have the different tapping clips on tbe right 'places if the
maximum efficiency is to l obtained.
vou must catéfully balance your sele,ctivity.and sensitivity
"
.

,

:

'

:
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PTRN receiver is undoubtedly one

I

of the best

that has ever been

,r capable of
id-spez iker results.
The design is a zzovel o ne and is the
successful result of an endeavour to
solve several proi lems. Great sensitivity and a ve ry hig h degree of
selectivity are fez itures of this " last
word" recei rer.

M.W.
produced by the
Research and Construetion Department. It cannot be called an expensive set, and its costs-results
ratio is a very low one indeed. The
circuit is perfectly straightforward
and thegratitying results obtainable
with the set re due to the layout and design, on which
much time and research were spent.
The set has a high order of selectivity,and on an average
aerial, when conditions are favourable, it will tune-in
at least twenty stations at good loud-speaker strength.
The eight pounds quoted in the title is, as in the case
this book, an
of the other receivers described j
approximation.
The set can be built with first-class components throughout for eight pounds, but it is possible considerably to
reduce this figure. For instance, if the constructor happeria
to be fairly efficient at carpentry, he can make his òwn
cabinet and in one stroke effect a considerable saving.

A Word RegarUng Economising
Further, ii 2-volt or 6-volt valves arato be used thiouhout, with a 2- or a 6-volt accumulator supply; there is no
reason why the filament rheostats or resistances should
not be omitted. Such components are really only essential
when the voltage ratings of the vaNes and the voltage
of the L.T. supply differ considerably. Thus, if 2-volt
valves are to be operated from a 4-volt supply, then
filament resistances must
be used.
Similarly, it
is advisable to
employ s u e h
devices when
¿5-volt valves
are to b eónnected to a 6vblt L.T. suplily. Butif you
are intent ón
cutting down
costs s much
as you can, go
about the business very care-

employing what is known as " splitprimary " transformer coupling.
The H.F. transformer used for
coupling the first two valves has
These are the
three windings.
primary, secondary and reaction.
The primary winding has a centre
tapping in order to enable neutralisation to be effected
A single aerial coil is employed, and this is provided
with tappings eñahhing alterrative degrees of selectivity
)C obtained.
A simple screen provides separation
and the detector. This latter
bets veen the H.F
emp bye a grid leak and condenser.

toi

L

ste

Concerning the Circuit Used
that there are two condensers in
series with the reaction winding and the plate of the
detector valve. One is a variable, and with this the
control of regeneration is carried out. The other condenser is f the fixed variety and its purpose is to prevent
the H.T. battery shorting should a " short " occur across
the variable condenser.
It yil1 be seen that if this fixed condenser is omitted,
the only break occurring in a direct path between the
HT and the L.T: and earth is the variable reaction condenser. Should the plat-es of this touch, or in. any other
way an accidental connection between them occur, the
plus of the H.T. battery is taken direct to earth which.
as H.T. via L.T. is also taken to earth, is
to a direct short of the ILT. battery.
The L.F. valve
is transformer.

It

will be noticed

-

-

coupled. One
H.T. positive
terminal is

common to

both the L.F.
and the H.F.
valves, while a
separate one is
supplied forthe
detector. Grid

bias is

ooils being

cheap components are good

mounted o n
the baseboard,
holders for
these are provided on each
side of the simpie screen partition that we
have already
m e n t i o n ed.
Not only is

value for
-money, but
others deli-

nitely are not..
Now for a
few words re-

.

pro-

vided for the
last valve.
The layout
of the receiver
is unorthodox.
Instead of thé

fully.Some

-

tantui

garding
the
circuit of this
receiver. As we
have already

stated,it is per-

compaetnes s

fectly straightforvard There
is an efficient
stage of HF.

this arrangement, but also
the screening

amplification

achieved

Tbe coils are mounted one on each side ot a screening partition. Efficient electrical separation
Q! parts and usemul accessibility are the happy results ol this measure,

by

is made more

-

_
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so far not built a valve set need not fear to make this
his first venture. But especially is it important that the
layout should be adhered to. A matter of an eighth of
an inch deviation here or there will not matter a scrap.

greatly facilitated.
In order to enable the coil holders to be mounted,two
pieces of wood are fixed to the screen in a manner shortly
to be described. This is perhaps the only complication in the costructjon of the set, and it is not a very
great one.
Taken all round the receiver is quite an easy one to
btuld. Providing he takes care, the constructor who has

but wide variations from the component positions indicated
in the accompanying photograph may possibly be
attended by disappointing results.
Regarding the actual constructional work, the first
step that must be taken is to get all the necessary parts

.
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together. Do not start the work i.rntil this has been done.
See that you have every screw, piece of wire, and so on,
before you pick up your screw-driver to mount the first
component.
As it invokes the most actual construction, it perhaps
may be best to get the screen and its " face boards"
finished first. If the constructor desires to dodge this
part of the work, he can obtain a suitable partition already
for assembling in the receiver from Messrs. Paroussi,
Raymond, Burne Jones, cte.

Making the Screening Partition
However, it consists of a copper heet measuring, as
is shown in the accompanying diagram, 11 in. by 6 in.
On each side of this is fixed a piece of *-in. wood, liA in.
by 4 in. A fair number of holes have to be drilled through
this partition, some for holding the wooden panels in
position and others through which leads will eventually
pass. All these holes are shown in detail in the photographs.
The top three holes through the copper only are for
ecrews and nuts to which connections are taken. These
connections to

the. screeñ,

23

external short-circuits through straying metal objecte like
scissors, pencil eases, etc., are avoided.
There is, of cornue, no reason why the terminal stdps
should not be mounted in the'usual manner, direct to the
baseboard, if the constructor so desirés. The position of
the screening partition and the terminal strips-and,
indeed, all the 'components-are clearly shown in the
wiring diagram, which is drawn to scale.
In order, to use this (it is reproduced in the top righthand comer of the diagram), you should make an exact
cäpy of the scale on a small piece of paper. The figures
represent inches, and you should take measurements from
the diagram as though your drawing were an ordinary
ruler.
V

Positiois of the Components
Every effort was made by the designer of this -receiver
to simplify the wiring. You will be ableroughly to gauge
the positions of the coil holders où the partitions by the
accompanying photograph of the back of the set. But
you should leave thefixing of these articles until you have
everything else

in'the

which isearthed,

set,

screwed down.
Then insert
the valves, if'
you have them,'
and put coils in
the holders and

thè
wiring and
facilitate

.

shorteñ many
important leads.
The number
of leads which
have to pass
through, the
partition h a y e
beèn reduced to
a minimum. It
will be noticed
thät the holes

experimentally
holdthe holders
in the positions
you judge they
should be fixed.'
You will be
able to gauge
this
the wirine diagram when, as
lias already

sgajb

which carry

these leads have
to be pieíced
through both
wood and metal.
Unless you are
a veiy skilful
craftsman you
will find it best

been men-

tioned,is drawn

t.

sále.

The final

part of the first
stage of con-

todrill all.the

holes after the wooden plates have been fixed to the
metal. Then there can be no possibffit of trouble thróugh
the separately drilled holes failing to corné in line on the
assembly of the piçs.
The partition completed, the next- job' is the irilling
of the panel. Here, again, you have the scale-drawn
wiring diagram to assist you. There are two reasons why
you should get your holes drilled exactly in mcordance
'
with the dimeñsions.

struction

.

.

Mounting the Terminal Strips
The firsti is that discrepancies here may ruht the sym.
metry of the panel andspoil the appearance of the set.
The scond reason is perhaps an even more important
one, and this is that your variables Will get inthe way of
the partition unless they are placed, more or less, 'exactly

is

reached when the coil holders are screwed to the partition.
Little need be said about the wiring as this is essentially
of a simple character, but as, a comparativeIyIarge expanse of metal; in the form òf a screen, is used,'which is
connected to èarth, it will be édvisab1e to employ a
covered wire such as Glazite. Anyway, it is particularly
important that some such protected wire, or wire supplemnted with a protective coveringçf the nature of Systoflex, be used for those leads which pass through the
partition.
When you have completed this set and carefully checked
all your connections, the time has arrived when It will be
neâessary to consider the accessories.
'

V

.'.

'

.

.

as showm

''

'

When the 'panel has been screwed to the baseboard, the
partition' can be fixed in position. You will find that
perfectly satisfactory fixing rèsults if you use li-in. screws
of a slender character driveñ up through the basèboèa'd
into the wooden portion of the partition. Four suc1iscres
'will hé amp1e.

'

It will be noticedthat, in the original

set, the terminal

stups are not mounted duectly on the baseboard m the

usual maimer. The strip re placed some way in and
are fixed to lengths of voed, which in thejr tizn are
screwed to the baseboard The result ia that the ter.
minais are covered when the set is in its'cabinet and the
leads pass through holes made in the cabinet, and thus
'

'
Còils for the Set
The éoils in this receiver are of vital importance lt
should be noted that coils especially suitable for this
reéeiver can be obtained from the 'Lcwcos " people and
other well-known manufacturers, such as Messrs. BowyerLowe, Peto-Scott, etc. The coils are' ordinary six-pin
cols of the split-primary ty.pe aerial and split-primary
transformer varieties.
Although they re perfectly
standaid, it will be safe when giying your order to specify
coils for thêMODERN \VIRELES Eight Pounc ThreeValve Boòklét Set. Bait, being standard coils, thèy are
available at quite' standard price.
If your aerial coil holder is notprovided with terminaIs
you can adopt the scheme empleed in the origliai receiver
for taking the tappings. Two short lengths of stiff wire.
were soldered to the soldering tags on sockets Nos. 3 and 4.
'
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A small tapping clip was then connected to the aerial
terminai by means of a short Ieñgth of flexible wire.
Either 2- or 6-volt valves can be used with thiz set. In

the H.F. and çhtector positions, valves having impedances
of somewhere between 12,000 and 30,000 ohms should be
employed. SuittbIe varieties which occur to mind are,
Cosser 610 H.]?., the Six-Sixty 60Th H.]?., Mullard P.M.5X;,
Marconi or -Osram H.L.6-Iø, Ediswan H.F.610, B.T.H.

near the middle .of the tnnhIg range. Now increase the
capacity of the neutralising condenser. (In the case of
such condensers as the Gambrel " Neutrovernia " this
.

means- screwing downwards.)

.

-

.
.

Test at interva1 for oscfflatiqn as this Ls done and you
will presently find that the set has ceased to oscillate, añd
will not recommence even when the tuning diaLs are
slightly readjusted. Now increase the reaction a little,
H.F.607, and so on.
until the set once more oscillates, and
increase the
The L.F. valve should be of the small-power type- neutralising condenser setting until again
omillation ceases.
that is tosay,
Slightly readof the ordinary
us t ihe tuni
pwor variety,
&ÁCIIE5EHE4D BRASS 5CA'WS r/1/'O(JOH5CRE1w
iñg condennot superppwér.
.,sers again to
You will need
make sure that
about 60 volts
the set is cornon the detector
pletely stable
and between 100
once more.
and 120 for the
RO4LSÇ?RZEAOS
Proceed in this
H.F. and L.F.
way until it is
'Mi
valves. A gridfound that the
bias battery of.
-4r1
correct adjustvolts shOuld be
;*1

:

.

.

.

--;-i

:

:

ample. This

.

.

I

.

L

fixed by

-y
J

means of clips
inside the back
of the cabinet.
Short flexible
leads haying wander plugs and joined to the H.T.terminal and the G.B.
terminal of the L.F. transformer aro connected to this battery as indicated in the
wiring diagram. Neutralisation should be carried out in
the following " M.W." standard manner:

-

.

.

//

battery should

be

ment of the

I

Some Notes on Neutralisation
Set the reaction control at minimum and likewise the
condenser. Now, on setting the tuning
-+-----. .condensers so that the two tuned circuits are in step
with each other, it will probably be found that the set is
oscifiating. To test for oscillation, touch one or other of
the sets ol plates of the tuning condensers.
You will probably find that the set will only oscifiate
under the above conditions when the two circuits are in
tune with each other, and this can be used as an indication.
It is convenient to perform the operation at some point

----,,.

';,

-:-':-

-

neutrodyne condenser has been
over-shot. Once
this point has
been passed it
will be observed

that

further

increases of the neutrodyne condenser setting no longer
stop oscillation, but cause it to become stronger.
The object is to find such an adjustment of the neutrailsing condenser as will permit the greatest setting of the
reaction condenser to be used without producing osdillation. It wifi then be observed that when the twotuned
circuits are in step and the set is brought to the verge of
oscillation, a slight movement in either direction of the
neutrödyne condenser will cause the receiver to break
into oscillation.
Now, although the method of mounting the coils provides very efficient screening and greatly facilitates the
insertion of the coils, a word of warning is necessary in
regard to the removal of these accessories. You should
ease them out gently, for unless you do this they are
liable to give suddenly and cause you to knock one or
other of the valves.
.

*
t
f

THE COMPONENTS AND PARTS REQUIRED

i Panel,

f
f
f

14 in. x 7 in. X ? In. or
in. (Original
was Resiston. Any good branded material).
i Cabinet to fit, with baseboard 12 in. deep (Cameo,
Raymond, Pickett, Bond, Artcraft, Makerimport,
Caxton, Peto-Scott, etc.).
2 0005-mfd. variable condensers, square-law or S.L.F.,
etc (Bowyer-Lowe " Popular " in set. Any good
make, Lissen, Cyldon, J.B., Igranic, etc.).
2 Slow-motion dials (Bowyer-Lowe in set. Any good
make).
it 0001-mfd. miniature type reaction condenser (Burndept in set. Other suitable types are the Cyldon, Pete-.
Scott, Bowyer-Lowe, Igranic, LB., etc.).
i On-off switch (Any standard type, such as Lotus,
Benlamin, Lissen, Bowyer-Lowe, L. & P., Igranic,
etc.).
3 Sprung valve sockets (Any standard make, s:ioh as
Igranic, Benjamin, Lotus, Bowyer-Lowe, B.T.H.,
Burndept, Burne-Jones, W.B., Marconiphone, Pye,
Redfern, etc.).
i. Baseboard-mounting neutralising condenser (PetoScott in set. Any standard type).
3 Baseboard ifiament rheostats or resistors (see text)
(Lissen 6-ohm in set. Any standard type to suit
valves).
I Baseboard-mounting neutralising condenser (J.B. in
set. Any standard make).
I Tapping clip.

2 PlaIn unsercenad 6-pin coil sockets (Any standard.

'-

.

t

-

..-+-.-

.s

4-

. 4

4.

*--.--.--,-

make, Colver, Bowyer-Lowe, Lewoos, Burne-Jones,
Peto-Scott, etc.).
i 0O2mfd. fixed condenser.
i 0003-mfd. fixed condenser.
i 2-mfd. Mansbridge type condenser.
Note.-The fixed condensers in this set are of Dubilier
and Mullard make. Any standard type can be used,
Liasen, Clarke, T.C.C., Golione, Igranic, etc.
i
- 2-megohm grid leak with mounting clips or separate
holder (Any of the standard makes, such as Igranic,
Lissen, Mullard, Dubilier, etc., can be used).
I H.F. choke (Igranic in set. Any standard make,
Lissen, R.I.-Varley, Colvern, Cosmos, Burne-Jones,
Bowyer-Lowe, Leweos, Wearite, etc.).
i L.F. transformer (Ferranti AS.3 in set. Any good
make, R.I.-Varley, Linen, Igranic, Mullard, etc.).
i Terminal strip, 2 in. x 2 in. x In., with two terminais (Burne-Jones engraved type in set. Can he
cut and fitted with engraved terminals if desired, such
as Belling-Lee, Eelex, ¡grafio, etc.).
I Terminal strip, 7 in. X 2 in. X in., with seven ter
minais (see above).
Materials for screening partition (see text), flex, and Clix
plugs for G.B. leads, screws, wire for wiring up, etc.
Note.-The original was wired with Glazite, but any
desired material can, of course, be used, such as bare
tinned wire and Systofiex, Junit, etc.
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A powerful loud-speaker set in which
ago; instead the MoDERN
purity ofreproduction is a leading feature.
valve receiver can generally
WIRELESS stundard screening
Dozens
of
stations
at
comfortable
loudbe said to llave practically
box is employed, and the H.F.
speaker
strength
can
be
tuned-in
with
a complete choice of programme.
transformer, the H.F. valve, the
this set.
1f he does not like his local
neutralising condenser, etc., are
station, he can switch off to one
all placed together inside. the
of the other main statiom, or one of the longer-wave screening box, thereby counteracting any likelihood of
stations, or he can tour the Continent, and under favourable interaction between the H.F. and the aerial stages, or
conditions even America, in search of a programme which between the ll.F. and stages coming later on in the set.
is more to his liking.
As regards the ciròuit itself, nothing very much can
It was with this feature in view that the receiver de- be said except that it is perfectly straightforward, eonscribed here was designed, but at the same time, considera- sisting of an H.F., detector and two L.F. stages, the first
tion of the cost, which, after all, is one of the main con- L.F. being resistance- and the second transformer-coupled.
siderations in building a wireless set, was kept well to This method of coupling has become very popular, and
the fore, and the price of the receiver kept as low as for a good reason, because it is wonderfully efficient, easy
possible.
to build and gives the best resùlts from the two L .1?.
Naturally, a highstandard of emciency had to be main- valves, with a quality that is hard to beat
tamed, as it is never advisable to sacrifice efficiency for
" Anode-Bend " or " Grid-Leak " P
cost. Far better is it to do away with one valve, and
perhaps limit your range of reception, but at the same
It wifi be noticed that the grid-leak of the detector
time to build an efficient receiver for the type of circuit valve goes down to a plug, so that it can b connected
which you use.
either to the positive filament leg of the valve or can go
There is no use in using a four-valve circuit of inefficient to a grid-bias battery This enables the constructor to
design simply because you only want it to cost only ns have either grid-leak rectification, with its attendant
much as a three-valve set. A good three-valver will sensitivity-a very useful point when D.X. results aro
often do better than a poor four, a'nd will be cheaper to being attempted-or he can have anode-bend rectification,
run, besides giving far more satisfactory results from the with the purity which attends that type of rectification.
point of viéw of quality of reception and general behaviour.
Ordinary Reinartz reaction upon the secondary of the
H.F. transformer is carried out, and the 002 condenser
Perfectly Straightforward Design
placed in series with the OOO1 reaction condenser enabie
The design of the circuit of the four-valver under very fine reaction control to be obtained. Incidentally,
description is perfectly straightforward and well-proved upon the local station where maximum purity is required
methods of construction have been maintained, but things when anode-bend rectification is being carried on this
are so arranged
reaction o o n that, although _________________________________
denser can be
there are- only '
placed at its
two main tuning
minirnum,which
còntrols, thQ set
will then be a
has a really firstvery low miniclass degree of
mum, and the
selectivity,whlle
reaction can be
the panel layout
said to be practi.
is attractive and
cally cut out,
well balanced.
this being a
In this revaluable feature
ceiver, as in
where purity of.
many others,the
results is conC3
.L-;
00
3
broadcast coils
cerned.
-r
can be wound
Gb-I
As regards the
¡iI
1
¿
¿ ¡ -L--..by oneself, using
I
LT performance of
i
the usual stanL-,'..-+ the set, this is
"e"
_
extremely good,
:1;' man who does not like the idea of making for at no point in its construction have results been
his own coils can purchase theni from any of the well- sacrificed for cheapness. Th main tests of the set have
known manufacturers and be absolutely sure that they been carried out on quite an average aerial ; as a matter
will be efficient.
of fact, rather smaller than the average type of aerial,
These coils are by no neans complicated, being of the being only about 20 ft. high at one end, and a little less at
ordinary tapped and split-primary types, and having been the other, and being rather badly screened.
on the market now for some considerable time.
Even under these conditions it is quite a usual performIt should be noted, however, that the coils are not of ance to get well over a dozen statiòns at full loud-speaker
the screened variety as wcre popular some year or so strength. At times, of course, this can be greatly exceeded,
HE owiier of a good four-
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.
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but for an average nigI1tw2 ththk a dozon can be said to
bereally well worth expecting.
Results will. of course, vary with location, and upon
a good aerial in a good district the results should be very

therefore any reaction effects that may be present are
cut out.
As is well known, the reaction effects, especially when
tuned in to the local station, are liable so to sharpen the
tuning that serious distortion may occur. This is especially the ease when one is situated about fifteen to twenty
miles from the local station.
In regmtrd to the H.F. coupling between the H.F. and
detector valves, this is merely the ordinary split-primary
,

greatly improved.
Let us return once more to the aerial circuit. A glance
at the diagram shows
4uitea conventional scheme has
-been employed, the aerial being auto-coupled to a tuned
secondary circuit, and a couple of alternative taps have

tIt

W/rCHV

v0L

-

A4NL

ivjzi

been provided for the aerial to give a rough adjustment
of selectivity and sensitivity. This is a valuable feature,
as it enables the itidividual to adjust for his own
particular aeriaL
Across the secondary circuit will be seen a switch
and variable resistamice, which is a volume-eontÑl damping
device,.and has proved to b&of great value whên listening
to the local station. It enables the timin to b broadened
so that the maximum quality can be obthined, and it
also enables the signal stregth to be cut down without
nèed r det.unìñg.

L4YOI/1

type of transformer, which is provided with the reaction
winding and cañ be 9f either one of the standard six-pin
type or a special fixed one if wave-length band changes
are not required. For those who wish to wind their own
coils details will be given further on in the article.

.

O

..

Neutralised Stage of H.F.
The tuning is carried out upon the secondary portion
of this circuit and the primary is tapped, so that neutralisation of the H.F. valve can be carried out. This
primary, of course, is connected so that the H.T. is
tapped into the centre of the coil, one end of this going
to the plate. L11 the other end connected back through
the neutralising condenser to the grid.
This supplies the correct neutralising potentials to the
grid and enables any feed-back between the 'plate and
grid circuits to be washed out. Though the neutralising
may not be constant over all the range, it iè easy to
carry out, and whn aeomplislsed is sufficiently near to
enable the set to be operated over the whole of the
range.
When one changes over to long-wave coils, neutra..
lisation should not have to be carried out afresh, as the coil
'-is arranged to suit the neutralising already done with
the èhort-wave broadcasting coils, and at no time, if

:

Controlling the Volume

.

It merely consists of a variable high-resistance of the
nomí-indutive tyie, and is connected b means of a switch
that it can bè ùsedither to increasthedamping pf

.

thé ëirèuit, to reduce tlie signals of the local sttion, or
tile switch can be plaTced h'tie "off " position, when the
viriable résistañce is Jisconneéted altogèther.
These l6ssef dlum& contrbls, as they are called, have
iound their way into â great number öf..designs recently,
and àre fully worth a trial. Wheie H.Í'. valves are eonceriíed, they, of eóàrsé, da in tM grid áireuit, and any
-feed-lack which may remhin, even -though the valve
may he neutralised, is, satièfaetoiily damped out, and

i
-

.

Cabinet, 24 in. x 7
> 9 in. deep, with baseboard,
panel brackets, and.panel 24 in. X 7 in. X } in. or
¡n.
(Bond,
Caxton,
Raymond,
Cameo, Makerimport,
:k

Pickett, Arteralt, ete).
2 0005-mfd. variable condensers with vernier moveméhfs (J.B.).
(Any good make, Bowyer-Lowe,
Lissen. Cyldon, Igranic, Formo, Raymond, etc.)
moduiator or similar high-resistance (R.A.
:1 C.R.L.
Rotliermel, Ltd.).
.On-off switches (Benjamin, Igranic, Lissen, Lntu, etc.).
i
O9O1-mfd. variable condenser, midget type (PetoScott, J.B., Bowyor-Lowe, Cyldon, 'Dubiler, etc.).
I Standard screening box with usúa! contents (Co!L
holder-should be arranged as shown on diagram).
i Six-pin base for aerial coil (Lewe-os, Bowrer-Lowe,
Collinson, Burne-Jones, etc.).
s Sprung valve
holders (Lotus, Igranic, Formò,
W.B., Benjamin, Burne-Jones, Marconiphone, Redfern, Bowyer-Lowe, B.T.H., Buradept, Ashley, etc.).
a Baseboard-trpe rheostats (Brne-Jones). (Any good
make of the lengthwise type. See photos.
I Output filter L.F. choke.

I L.F. transformer (Fertanti, R.L--Varley, B.T.H.,
Lissen, Igranic, Mareoniphone, Mullard, etc.)
R.C.C. unit, anode resistance about meg,, (Dubilier,
Lissen, Mullard, R.l. and Varley, etc.).
i H.F. choke (Igranic, Lissen, R.!. and Varley, BurneJones, Climax, Dubilier, Lewcos, Colyern, ele.).
2 2-mid. Mansbridge condensers
(Lissen, Dubilier,
Clarke, Ferranti, G.E.C., Mullard, T.C.C., l{ydra, etc.).
2 1-mfd. Mansbridge condensers. (See above.)
i

.

-

-

.

.

2 Grid-leak holders (Lissen, Dubilier, etc.).

:

.

-

.

.
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.
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'
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S

.

.

;

-

*.

2-meg. grid leak (Dubilier, G.E.C., Ediswan, fgranio,
Lissen, Mullard, etc.).
I .25-meg. grid leak. (See above.)
I í1003-mfd. and oe.00md. ilmçed eo,ndensers (Lissen.
Clarke, Mullard, Dubilier, T.C.C., 'G.E.C., etc.).
1 H.T. fuse holder complete with fusé.
10 TermInals, markings as per d'agran (Eelex, BellingLee, igranic, etc.).
2. EbonIte terminal strips, one 2 in. x 2 in. x
In.,
one 8 in; x 2 ¡n. -X in.
2 Sockets and 4 plugs for grid bi-as (Clix, Eelex, etc.).
-Wire, screws, nuts, etc.
i
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neutralising is carried out properly, is there risk of the
set suddenly going into oscillation or anything amioying
of that sort. It may be a little bit off neutralisation at
some point in the wave-bañd, but that will only have an
effect upon the sensitivity, rather increasing it than
causing any trouble.
Very Efficiently Screened
The set is efficiently screened, the screening boxes
designed by the MODERN WIRELmS Research Department
having been found to be wonderfully effective, especially
in neutralised circuits, in enabling a really sharp neutralising point to be obtained.
Inmany old receivers, due to all kinds of H.F. feed-back,
which, of course, was due to inefficient screening, the
neutralising point used to be very difficult to find, and in
some cases one would find two points, at neither of which
did the set appear to be perfectly neutrailsed.

A '

and in many cases this is the real secret of obtainhig
D.X.- results that are really worth calling results.
Passing from the detector on to the next valve one
notices the H.F. choke in the plate circuit of the detector
valve. This is essential if good reaction is to be carried
ont, and in order for this to be the case it is advisable that
necessarily
the H.F. choke be a good one, though
expensive; Chokes vary in price, but as long as it
gives a moderate choking action, quite sufficient reaction
can be obtained. It should, however, be free from those
annoying little resonance points which occur in some of the
badly-designed chokea.
After the detector valve there are two stages of L.IF.
amplification, òf quite stiaightforward types, and it
should be noted that the resistance-capacity stage is made
up with a self-contained unit.

nt

The R.C.C. Units
Separate units can be used if desired, consisting

M.W." standard screening box is asee in this lour-valver. This oontribues to the wonderlul stability o the set and
Irom its extreme sensitwiti.

%oes

of

not detract

-

Goingfarthei- on in the circuit of the set under consideration we come th the point of the grid leak again. This can
be varied by means of a plug, so that you can either employ
leaky-grid or anode-bend rectification, simply by altering
the plug on the face of the panel.
This plug can be inserted iflto either of the two sockets
provided, one of thesoekets being wired to L.T. positive,
which gives the leaky-grid rectification, the other one being
wired to the grid-bias batteiy
This should preferably be a separate small. battery, placed
upon its end inside the receiver, though it can be part of the
main grid-bias battery used for the L.F. valves if desired.
In the opinion of the writer, however, it is better to
use a separate battery for the detector. tucking it away
neatly in the set, so that it will not be disturbed when the
grid bias is altered for the other stages.

When Tuning-in Distant Stations
As has been remarked before, it is better to use grid-leak
rectification when distant stations are being received as
this greatly increases the sensitivity of the set, and in
any case, when ditait stations are tuned in the quality
is never quite so good as can be obtained from the local
station, and so the slight lack in quality which one sometimes notices when using leaky-grid rectification is more
than compensated for by the greatly increased sensitivity
of that type of rectification over the anode-bend method.
AnOther advantage of leaky-grid rectification is that
it is easier to obtain réaliy satisfactory and smooth
-

reactionontrol than it

is with the anode-bend method,

ordinary anode resistances, .conensers and grid leaks,
but it is more convenient, and certainly easier to wire up,
if one uses complete units such as are available from
most reputable firms.
The anode resistance should not exceed about 250,000
ohms. As a matter of fact, this is quite a suitable value if
the grid leak is about 2 megohms.
The coupling condexiser, if it is used separately, and
apart from the resistance-capacity unit, should not
exceed 1 mfd. ;
to 05 mfd. being quite suitable values
for this set.
A quarter-megohm grid leak will, it will be noted,
have been placed between the top of the grid leak or the
L.F. stage and the grid of the L.F. valve. This is provided
to prevent any trouble from the passage of H.F. impulses
into the low-frequency circuit. It is au important point
whenever resistance-capacity coupling is used, and it is a
safety device which is well worth incorporating. The value
is not critical, anything from 1 to 25 megohm being
suitable.
-

The Output Stage
The second L.F. stage is transformer-coupled, though
it is not ilnpQrtant what make of transformer one uses
provided it is of satisfactory design, and one which the
constructor will know will work well or one which be has
had previous eìperience with. Thè ratio should be nOt
more than 3 to 1.
M -regards the loud speaker used with the set, this will,
of cour e aain rest with the constructoi hunseif, and ha
.

.:
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The valves are easily chosen, and consist merely of an
ordinary H.F. valve, followed by another 11F. or even a
resistance-coupled valve (peisona1ly; the writer prefers
tIe H.F. type in the detector stage) followed by an.L.F.
valve having about 10,000 ohms impedance, and then a
pûwer.or super-pQwer valve, preferably thç 1tter, in the
,st stage. H.T. values up to 120 volts should be available
for the last valve, the others rçquiring anode poteìials. of
about 80, 80 and 100 volts. Grid bias upto 18 volts shouJ
be avallable and this should be set, of coui's ithe ual
way, bearing in mind the valve-maker's recommendtioi.
.

The Output Filter Choke

It should not be forgotten that if a super-power valve is
used, a fairly large H.T. batter( will be required, i.e.

one having a fairly hIgh capacity.
In the anode circuit of the last valve will be seen an
output filtee arrangement, .consisting- of the usual L.F.
choke, and th Masbridge condenser. . This increases the
cost of the set by about 2O ot so but is a ery desuable
feature wheiiöei'.li fower and super power valves are
used. It preventsthe direct plate current from flôvìng
through the löud -speakér *inding,. possibly..ìer.Iucing the.
in thç speaker, or else causip
power o thé
saturation of the core, which would introduce distoì'.tioh.
The hoke ca be of quie. low ohmic resistatice, the
lower the ohmic resistance the better, while the inductance
should be about 2Ohenrie. In any cae, the ]iC.. resistance
of the choke should not exceed about 400 ohms, or else a
rather sèriôus cut down of H.T. voltage on the anode of
the last valve.wiR occur.
ouise, you can
When using a choke filter output,
connect up. yoiïr loud.speakèr in any wa you like. You
need not worry which is the positive end and which is the
ne2ative, which is the case, of course, when the loud
speaker is «onisected direct to th plate ofthelast valved
.

f

méts

Ati Important Point
All the constructional work is very easy, and t1ere is
not a great deal to go into in this matter. One òr two
little point8 should be brought out, mainly perhaps the fact
that when the wire-it should be insulated wire in this scV-.
is carried through the screening box an additional covering
of Systofiex should be put over the wire, where it goes
through the box itself.
The holes through these screening boxes are inclined to
be a little sharp, and
if one is not careful and
ne gets ny extra
hearing on the wire
the sharp edges round
the -holes of the box
will cstt through the
.

insulation and canse a
short-circuit between
the wire and the box
itself. The box itself,
of course, is connected
to earth bythe terminal
provided on it. In
other words, it is connected to the filament
circuit, andasyou have
several wires g o i n g
through the box, and
some carrying the
I.T.T., a dead short here
would be a serious

zatter
As

regarda

the

.

.

pad

-

Completion

nd Neutrailsation

isguthinèd ôn the 'former in order
.smsothsurface. Thenthe first half cd thecoil
.

.

to

obtain a

is wound on,

consisting of 20 turns of 34 S.S.C. wire, starting at the
lower edge of 'the former and connéeting this end to No. 5
pin, and finishing up at the other end of the former and
connecting it to pin No. 4, but not breaking the wire.
Over this winding aiother strip.of thin paper or Empire
cloth should be placed, and the windingeontinued back (in.
the same direotiosi) until it- is. finished,aft,er a further layer
Then we have the commencement of this
of 20 turns.
-secondwinding takeft to pinNo; 4 o that you have two
coils connected to pin NG 4 and the end of tIte second
half goes to No. 3. In effect we have one large winding (in
two 20-turn parts) going from No. 5 toNe4 (.then covered
over with tape) and back to No. 3.
From this H.F. transformer you now have the following
connect.ions The beginning of the secondary coil to pin
No. 2, the end to pin No. i ; the beginning of the reaction
coil in pin No. 2, the end to pin No. 6 ; the beginning
of one part of the prhnary coil to pin No. 5, and the
end to in No. 4 ; the beginning of the second part cf
.

.,

.

'

.

The apparent spaciousness o tile H.P. end o the Iayou indicates an efficient and wide separation o the vital
components, which is an enential feature it really goo5 H.P. amplification and tuning control are to be achieved,

special coils, if it is desired not to buy the standard design
on the market, you can get some 3-in. diametèr 6-pin
formera ; such foriiiers .aa..the Colvern Featherweight,
the type fitted with an Ïnterchangeable prim ir cn be
used for the H.F. transformer, though this is not essential.
.

The aerial. windin consists simply o 50 tuips of 24
DC.O. wound side by side. The lowei end is coñnected
to pinNo. 2, andthe upper end is eouneçtcd to pin No. 1,
the winding being tapped ab the 14th arid l8thturn and
taken to pins Nos. 3 and 4 reapectivèly, the positioning
of these tappings completing the coil.
The other 6-pin coil consists first of a secondary of 55
turns tif' 24 D.C.C., the lower. end being connected to
pin No. 2 and the upper end to phi No. 1, and in addition
there is a.reaçtioi winding of 30 turns of No. 44 S.S.C.
vire in a groove at the lower end of the former, about
is
*th,ofn iuph.away.from the. secondary. .,.This groove
produced by a file, using the edge to file a groove about
an th of an inch wide right round the former, or if the
former is ribbed, iii esch. of the ribs of the former.
The eonpnencement of this reaction winding is also
connected. to pin No. 2, and the winding is carried on in
the same directjQn as the secondary, the winding being
finally finished and taken to pin No. 6. The primary and
. nesitralising winding is carried on the interchangeable
former,. which fl.ts inside the secondary. TI former is
,
winding to be ut' n,büt as this
ribbed tó enable
is tiat itpiind In ;thìs csethi flint ep is1niover the
formerwijh a strip of thick dry paper of a fairly stiff
character, oi± 50111e kind of I!nìpire cloth.

.

.
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the primary coil to pin No 4, and the. end to pin No. 3.
oil to wind every one
. ,lt. is best when winding these
m the same drection to avoid conftn.ion
thQ details given in. the
As regards ijeutralising the
preceeding three-valve set should be followed.
sete
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THE "M.W." SHORTWAVE CONVERTER.

6e

Build this remarkable
unit, which transforms

practically any ordinary
set into an efficient shortwave receiver.
.4Complete kit of corn.
ponents including drilled
panel ahd cabinet8- down and 11 monthly
payments of 8/-.
:

,

FOR 80/-.
An ideal 3-valve receiver

_____

presenting a maximum
value for money in efficient loud-speaker: sets.
Complete kit of compon.
ents, including drilled
panel and cabinet
io'- downandli monthly
payments of 10-.

'

Here is the opportunity you have been waiting
for Now everything radio is within your means.
The Easy Way to perfect radio is just this:
Select your r&juirements and on payment of the
initial instalment the goods are delivered.

payments of 117.

:
-

CONSOLE LOUD-SPEAKER

including

13

WE CAN SUPPLY ANY MAKE OF SET ACCES
SORY OR COMPONENT ON EASY TERMS.
SEND ALONG YOUR REQUIREMENTS. WE
WILL QUOTE YOU.

PETO-SCOTT

golden

baffle board.

CO.
LTD.
CITY ROAD, LONDON, E.C.1
Phone

77,

Clerkenwdll

:

8/3 down and il monthly
payments of 83.

,

rPOST THIS COUPON1i
i

FOR OUR BIG LIST.
Fúli details of everythìngt
Radio on Easy Terms,
please.
NAME
-

-

,

9405.

AND AT

"

........................

STREET...................................
........................

Chnce?y

8266.

-

--------------------

i

,
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NEWS FOR CONSTRUCTORS

*

Wireless

4f'

*

4f'

The first two of this series are now on sale, price 1/6 per envelope (by post
19).
Envelope No.

*

*

Constructor Envelopes

4f'

4f,

:

In response to the demand for first-class sets for family use,
Mr'. PERCY W. HARRIS, M.LR.E., has compiled the

*

*

624G

1.1

:,

*

!

TOWN

62HIGHHOLBORN,LONDON,W.C.1
,PI,o,,e
:

*

combining

appêarance with
all-round efficiency.
9 down and 11 monthly
payments of 13 9.

Write, Call or 'Phone-

polished Console

instrument

handsome

______________________________________

CABINET.

oak,

SPEAKER.
An

.

-

guarantee of quality.
11/7 down and 11 monthly

dark oak or

CELESTION C 12 LOUD

t

The latest addition to the
range of moving coil loud
speakers bears the name of
Marconiphone-in itself a

Cabinet,

.

R F ECT RADI O

-

MARCONIPHONE MOVING
COIL LOUD SPEAKER.

Handsome

PE.

THREE-VALVER

A

-

TO

for November, 1028.

I.

THE RADIANO THREE. A famous
loua-speaker set which you can build in an
hour or so--no soldering necessary and a
wide range of components to choose frm.
i

1 I

Il
I

I

i'

Envelope No.

II

I

2.

THE CONCERT FOUR
Made of
standard parts, this is a highly sensitive set, giving powerful reproduction of wonderful quality.
Also covering both long and short waves,
it is a set to enjoy, in building and ojeeration.

'

'

In each envelope you will find every detail of the set simply explained'
pholographic reproductiotis aoci
diagrams are included, as well as a full-size Blue Print. Obtainable from all newsagenis.
;

4f'

*

;
s<

NOW ON

-

SALE-

-

Price 1/6

4f,

:*
4f,

4f'

By post

119,

from Wireless Constructor Envelopes, The Arnalgumaled Press, Ltd., Bear
Farringdon Street, London, E.C.4.
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Oie such eould b& used and the neceseity of coil changrig in regard to the H.F. choke obviated. But you
should
very carefully note that not all HF. chokes are suitable
over the wide band indicated. Only if you obtain a cornpoilent definitely corresponding with the foregoing specifications can the plug-in coil arrangement be displaced.
There are, of course, additionally H.F. chokes suitable
only for short-wave reception, and H.F. chokes suitable

1*

-

only for normal wave-length reception. But the con
structor would not want to go to the trouble of changing
H.F. chokes for different wave-bands. The plug-in coil
scheme is one solution of the problem, and one which will
appeal to the constructor who has a range of plug-in coils
on hand, although in many respects the one H.F. choke
having a wide functional band is tite better axrangement.

Fixing the Cunponents
In view oÏ the fact that this set is to be used for short.
vave reception, more strict attention must be paid to the
selection of some of the ordinary components than is
usually the case. Small parts such as valve holders, coil
holders, grid condenser, etc., are as vitally important as,
for instance, the L.F. transformer.
Wide separation of the parts on the baseboard is allowed
for, and you should not try to compact the design. Crowding of components might upset matters. You can, if you
so desire, fix the aerial condensers and switch to the panel
before this is fixed to the baseboard, but we do not advise
this. You wifi find it better to Becure the panel first, and
when this has been done and the terminal strips are
mounted the components should be laid out in their
approximate positions and the assembly reviewed in cornparison with the accompanying wiring diagram and
.

photographs.
Then if it is ascertained that everything is in place,
screwing down can be comniénced. For this operation
Fin. wood-screws will be found very useful. Subsequently, the underneath of the
baseboard should be carefully
-_ _eìamined to see if any of the
screws have protruded through.
Shòuld any. screw points
made their áppearance in this
manner they should be neatly
filed down, as otherwise they
may catch in table covers, etc.
The Wiring
In these days practically every
radio component is provided
with terminals, or we should say
radio componéntswith terminals
cair be obtained, thus makin
soldering unnecessary. Perhap
we should have said before this
that if you do not wish to tackle
soldering you should make sure
that every component has terminais. There are still mäny
makes of various componentson
the market fitted only with
__________________
sobering tags, ano tnesç.00viThis is the complete] set.
ously necessitate soldeted josnts.

Very neat wiring can be carried out with a set of this
nature using Glazite, that attractive covered wire due to
The London Electric \Vire & Smiths Co., Ltd. Three
flexible leads, two provided with wander plugs and one
with a tapping clip, will be needed. Single cables taken
from twin flex will be suitable for these.
on the ordinary broadcast band any standard plug-la
coils will be found to be suitable. For the reception of
London and 5 G B and similar stations the reaction'coil
WIRING INSTRUCTIONS.
soin the aerial terminal to one t3rmincl of the 0001 serin
condenser.
¿010 the other terminal o the conIenser to the flex lead to
which the tapping clip je attached.
soin the earth terminai to the plug ot the aerial coil holder,
to one filament terminal o! each valve holder, to the LT. negative, and the H.T. negative terrninai, to the moving plates of
both variable condeneers, and to the earthing terminals of the
slow-motion dials.
¡0m the L.T. positive terminal to on side of the LT. switch
the cther eMe o! the switch to one terminal of each rheostat,
and connect the other terminal of each rheostat to the remaining
filament tecminal on the corresponding valve holder.
¿orn the socket of the aerial coil holde: to the fixed plain of
the AT.C. and to one øide ol toe grid leak.aml pondeuser ; join
the other side o! the leak end condenser to the grid terminal of
10e first valv3 holder.
Join the plate terminal to the socket ot the HF. choke holder.
and to the socket of the reaction coil holder. ¡0m the g'lng of
the H.F. choke holder to the P terminal of the L.F. transformer.
soin the other P termins of the LS. translormer to a flex lead
to the H.T. battery.
soin the plug of the reaction coil holder to one side of the
reaction series condenser ; the other side of the condenser
the fixed plates of the variable reaction coedenser. ¡oin one toS
terminal Of the transformer o the grid terminal o the second
valve holder. soin the other S terminal to the G.B. negative.
Join G.B. positive to L.T. negative. (The two G.B. leads are
flex.)

¡OiR the plate terminal o? the seeond valve holder to one
'phone termin1 ; join the other 'phone terminal to the HT.
positive terminal.
Tisi! completes the wiring.

should be of 40 turns, and a Lewcos and Lissen centretapped coils have given good results in the aerial position.
On the short waves, Igranic short-wave coils Nos. 6 and D
were used in the aerial and reaction positions respectively,
'with the aerial clip taken to the centre-tap on the aerial
coil and the fixed condenser in series with the reaction
condenser short-circuited.
The valves are not critical items in this receiver and all
the standard varieties rated as suitable for dètector and
L.F. positions have been found to give good results.
A small power valve in the L.F. stage is to be recómmended. Up to 9 volts grid bias may be needed.
Sixty volts wifi be ample H.T. for the detector, although,
if possible, the L.F. valve should be given up to 120 volts

he

.

.

;,

L__

A short-wave aerial coil is in position, a tapping on it being takea
as described ¡n the text.

1rinted by the Amalgamated Press, Ltd., Printing Works, Sumner St., London, SE.
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Use

E

One-Valver for 70?-.
4-VoIt--P.M.3.

2-Volt-P.M.1 H.F. or P.M.2 DX

6-VoIt-P.M.5 X.

4-VoIt----P.M.3 or P.M.4 DX.
6-Volt-P.M.5 X. or P.M.6 D.

A Three-Valuer for
P.M. EA.
P.M.1 L.F.
(or
P.M.2 DX.)
P.M.2
(or
P.M.252)

"M.W." Short-Wave

Converter.

2-Volt-P.M.1 H.F.

2-Volt----

The

80/.

4-Volt--6-Volt
P.M.3 A.
P.M.5 B.
P.M.3
P.M.5 X.
(or
(or
P.M.4 DX.) P.M.6 D.)
P.M.4
P.M.6
(or
(or
P.M.254)
P.hL256.,)

An H.F., Det., L.F. Loud-

speaker Set for £8.
2-Volt
P.M.! H.F.
P.M.! L.F.
(or
P.M.2 DX.)
P.M.2.

4-Volt
P.M.3.
P.M.3.
(or
P.M.4 DX.)
P.M.4.

6-Volt
P.M.5 X.

P.M.5)Ç
(or
P.M.6 D.)
P.M.6.

A Two-Valver for 100f'-.
2-Volt---P.M.1 L.F. and P.M.2.
4-VoIt-P.M.3 and P.M.4.
6-Volt-P.M.5 X and P.M.6.

A £10

Four-Valver.

2-Volt
P.M.1 HF.
P.M.1 A.
P.M.1 L.F.
(or
P.M.2 DX.)

P.M.252.

4-Volt
P.M.3.
P.M.3 A.
P.M.3
(or
P.M.4 DX.)
P.M.254.

C-Volt

P.L5 X.
P.T4.5 B.
P.M.5 X.

(or
P.11.6 D.)
P.11.256.

Mul
la
rd
THE MÄSTER
VALVE

Advi. The MuIlajd Wkeless Service Co., Lid., Muflard House, Dcnmail Street. London, WC)..
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